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Glossary: Key Terms and Abbreviations
Belt and Road Initiative: A global development strategy adopted by the Chinese government involving infrastructure development and
investments across Asia, Europe, Africa, the Middle East and the Americas. The projects and methods of investment could serve to strengthen
China’s strategic economic and security interests.
Chinese Communist Party: The founding and ruling political party of the People’s Republic of China.
Disinformation: False or misleading information deliberately spread to influence opinion, deceive or obscure the truth.
Economic Influence: The use of economic assets to shape incentive structures and the behavior of foreign governments.
Elite Capture: A form of corruption in which public officials and national elites manage or direct government projects in a manner that
enables them to misdirect resources for their own personal financial gain to the detriment of the public.
Foreign Direct Investment: An investment made by a firm or individual in one country in business interests located in another country; this
sometimes refers to the aggregation of all foreign investments into or from a particular country.
Information Operation: The planned use or manipulation of information to influence the emotions, motives, objective reasoning and
ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups of people and individuals.
Malign foreign authoritarian influence: The combined effect of an authoritarian government's efforts to shape another country’s internal
disputation in ways in which are covert, coercive and corrupt, which makes them malign, illegitimate and distinguished from legitimate public
diplomacy and engagement. To these ends, authoritarian actors and state-linked entities employ tactics such as information operations, graft,
economic coercion or the subversion of civil society.
Sharp Power: The means by which authoritarian actors manipulate their target influence audience by distorting the information that reaches
them. ‘Sharp power’ pierces the information environment of target countries, weakening them by deterring legitimate debate in civil society
and academia with implied threats of economic or political retribution.
Sovereign Debt: The amount of money that a government has borrowed, typically issued as bonds denominated in a reserve currency.
State-owned Enterprise: A legal entity that is created by a government in order to partake in commercial activities on the government’s
behalf. China’s SOEs, among the largest and most powerful in the world, are responsible for a large portion of BRI activity.
The United Front System: The grouping of agencies, social organisations, businesses, universities, research institutes and individuals
carrying out united front work.
The United Front Work Department: A CCP Central Committee department that coordinates and carries out united front work.
United Front: A coalition of groups and individuals working towards the CCP’s goals.
United Front Work: Refers to the CCP’s efforts to strengthen and expand the United Front by influencing and co-opting targets.
International Liaison Department (ILD): A vestige of the CCP’s liaisons with the Communist International (Comintern) and fellow
communist parties that has been repurposed to develop relations with political parties across the ideological spectrum.1 The ILD allows
the party to develop relationships with influential and elite individuals in foreign governments while bypassing conventional channels
of diplomacy. Under Xi’s leadership and the reassertion of the power of the CCP, the ILD has taken on renewed importance in China’s
foreign policy.2

Shambaugh, David. “China’s ‘Quiet Diplomacy’: The International Department of the Chinese Communist Party.” Critical Readings on the Communist Party of China (4 Vols. Set), 2017,
336–362, doi.org/10.1163/9789004302488_013.
2
“Xi Jinping Stressed that the Party’s Foreign Affairs Work Must Restore the Historical Splendor Through the Past [习近平强调:党的对外工作要继往开来再创辉煌] .” The Central People’s
Government of the People’s Republic of China, 15 Apr 2011, gov.cn/ldhd/2011-01/17/content_1786513.htm.
1
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A WORLD SAFE FOR THE PARTY:CHINA’S AUTHORITARIAN INFLUENCE AND THE DEMOCRATIC RESPONSE

INTRODUCTION
In 2020, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) demonstrated a more aggressive approach to using its tools
of influence to protect its expanding global interests and promote its authoritarian model, particularly to
shape narratives around the emergence of the coronavirus pandemic in China and mounting concerns
about China’s human-rights abuses at home. In addition to continuing to leverage opaque economic deals,
as outlined in the International Republican Institute’s (IRI’s) 2019 report, “Chinese Malign Influence and the
Corrosion of Democracy,” the CCP demonstrated a willingness to more readily employ economic coercion
and more aggressively manipulate the information space.
These tactics were employed with vigor across the developing world. The CCP has expanded its influence in
vulnerable countries, weakening democratic institutions while supporting illiberal actors and ideals. Indeed,
China’s actions in the past year demonstrate that Beijing views mounting influence in developing countries
as central to its competition with the United States and its democratic allies to determine the future of
international institutions, global discourse, and the norms and technological standards that will determine
the course of the next century. The popularization of authoritarianism in developing countries helps to
realize the CCP’s vision of a revised global order in which a plurality of governance models — democratic and
authoritarian — can exist, legitimizing its bid to establish a CCP-led China as the central node of globalization
and global governance in decades to come.
In the COVID era, the party’s campaign for influence in the developing world is manifested in donations of
personal protective equipment (PPE) and promises to deliver vaccines, cultivating an image of a benevolent
global power while eroding confidence in the ability of liberal democracies to provide public goods. The
CCP has used its COVID-19 response to accelerate outreach to political parties in the developing world,
using such party consultations to popularize and legitimize its methods of authoritarian governance and
development. These engagements complement a global propaganda campaign to selectively highlight
the shortcomings of democracies relative to China’s own whitewashed pandemic response, as well as to
aggressively silence critics of the official CCP narrative.
This report consists of condensed versions of research findings on Nepal, Georgia, Greece, and Montenegro.
It also includes deep-dive studies on two countries, Kenya and Panama, which document in detail the CCP’s
efforts to shape views and policy toward China, and the impact of these efforts on each country’s governance
and relationship with Beijing. The country studies are ordered starting with those most susceptible to
Chinese influence efforts. The findings underscore the pernicious effects of simultaneous unchecked CCP
influence in democracies’ economies and their internal discourse on China. Together with studies provided
on Cambodia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Serbia, Ecuador, Zambia, Mongolia, Hungary, the Gambia, Myanmar,
Malaysia, the Maldives, and Australia in IRI’s 2019 report, this research highlights the varied nature of CCP
influence on individual democracies and the commonalities across countries.
Economic influence remains the foundation for China’s growing leverage, with the corrosion of democratic
institutions a frequent byproduct of Chinese-government-linked entities’ non-transparent business
practices, but the studies in this report further underscore how China is using opacity and corruption in
economic dealings. Even as Beijing has pulled back from lending to support foreign infrastructure investment
due to economic factors, domestic pressures and foreign scrutiny, numerous countries’ debt burdens are
mounting as a result of deals struck with Chinese entities.
However, it is in the information domain where the CCP is significantly ramping up its drive for influence
by manipulating narratives through traditional and digital media, United Front work and investment in
telecommunications infrastructure. The CCP capitalizes on control over the Chinese-language news space
in developing countries and the growing reach of People’s Republic of China (PRC) state media with nearly
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A CCP official joins President Kenyatta at the launch of Kenya’s Jubilee Party, September 8, 2016.

exclusive control of news on China routed to prominent newspapers, government agencies and community
networks. This effect is most pronounced where Chinese-government-linked enterprises have established
dominant control over telecommunications infrastructure such as digital television, effectively becoming
information gatekeepers by providing preferential broadcasting access to state media and friendly news
sources while obstructing Western portals and critical voices.
These efforts are compounded as Chinese government representatives in countries take more proactive,
“wolf warrior” postures in their local engagement, taking to social media and, in some cases, threatening
local media to retaliate against negative coverage of China. This behavior has incentivized some
governments to distance themselves from media outlets critical of China and silence efforts to expose
malign behavior. Conversely, it has also sparked solidarity movements across civil society and prompted
united condemnation of China’s efforts to undermine liberal institutions.
In spite of the CCP’s expanding influence efforts over the past year, the case studies in this report demonstrate
momentum toward greater democratic resilience across the developing world. In support of these trends,
IRI is engaging the growing number of partners around the world taking action to expose the CCP’s malign
influence efforts, bolstering their capacity to mobilize for official change and to protect their countries’
democracy and independence.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
Instrumentalizing Economic Influence
China’s mounting economic engagement with countries across the developing world remains the foundation
of its leverage and influence. Chinese investment and trade are critical for many developing economies,
but Chinese entities’ business and negotiating practices frequently produce negative consequences for
recipient countries’ finances and democracy. China is also instrumentalizing the opacity and corruption
that define many asymmetric deals with willing local governments to achieve strategic advantages in key
countries.
• Opacity continues to shroud lopsided agreements brokered between governments with lax
transparency standards and Chinese banks and state-owned enterprises (SOEs), exacerbating debt
burdens and creating dependencies. In nearly all cases included in this report, negotiations with Chinese
SOEs have bypassed procurement processes entirely and were conducted behind closed doors.
» In Kenya, major infrastructure projects implemented by Chinese SOEs, such as the Standard Gauge
Railway (SGR) linking Mombasa to Nairobi, were negotiated behind closed doors and their terms
remain unavailable to the public. There are currently more than 400 registered Chinese companies
in Kenya that win more than half of federal construction contracts.
» Even where transparency and public procurement processes are improving, details on tenders
awarded to Chinese enterprises are kept from public scrutiny, as demonstrated by regularly closed
tenders in Panama. This lack of transparency has allowed governments to continue to award
construction contracts to Chinese SOEs despite their shoddy completion record and reputation for
environmental degradation and corruption, as in the case of SinoHydro’s projects in Georgia.
• Terms of Chinese investment deals often reduce broader benefits for local economies. Chinese lenders
often require that projects be awarded to Chinese enterprises with a preference to conceal contractual
terms. As a result, local Kenyan enterprises and workers are excluded from the monetary benefits of
Chinese investment and opportunities are lost to build human capital. Montenegro is similarly unlikely to
reap broader benefits from Chinese infrastructure investment as the China Road and Bridge Corporation’s
(CRBC) terms ensure the use of Chinese labor and materials in Montenegro.
• Despite a significant slowdown in Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)-related lending, countries continue
to suffer the effects of signing up to poor terms for Chinese infrastructure deals. Nowhere is this
clearer than in Montenegro, where a loan from the Export-Import Bank of China ballooned national debt
to 82 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) to fund the first phase of construction for a project
that failed to pass two feasibility studies. The full terms of the contract, including potential collateral of
Montenegro’s national assets, have been kept from the public, and the government has nearly ceded all
leverage in future negotiations by deferring arbitration to China.
• Corruption is inherent to deals with Chinese-government-linked entities, leading to elite capture and
ensuring favorable political outcomes for the CCP. To facilitate a favorable environment for Chinese
enterprises and encourage pro-China foreign policy decisions, the Chinese government has lavished
foreign leaders and their coterie with personal “donations” and market access for their privately owned
companies. In the case of Panama, the shift in recognition from Taiwan to the PRC appears to have been
driven by payoffs to leadership.
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Policemen stand guard in front of a banner welcoming Chinese President Xi Jinping ahead of his state visit, in
Kathmandu on October 11, 2019.

Intensifying Focus on Information Manipulation
The CCP is increasingly complementing its economic leverage with efforts to shape the information space
to protect its strategic interests in individual countries and advance its preferred narratives globally.
The CCP has expanded its use of tactics detailed in the first report to shape the media environment: contentsharing arrangements that allow for official propaganda to be printed in local media as authoritative news
on China, all-expenses-paid training tours for journalists, and Chinese investment in local radio and
television stations to cultivate a global media network of pro-China voices.
» In Panama, Xinhua has successfully become embedded in domestic outlets’ coverage on China with
regular appearances of Xinhua newswire articles in major daily newspapers El Siglo and La Estrella
de Panamá.
» The CCP has courted journalists from nearly all of the countries cited in this report, sponsoring lavish
“media tours” of China to cultivate and co-opt friendly voices in the press. Implicit in these trips is the
expectation that foreign journalists will advance a positive narrative about China in future coverage.
» A Georgian multimedia site was quietly part of a network majority owned through a subsidiary by
China Radio International, China’s state-owned international broadcaster, until it withdrew its holdings
amid a tax-fraud investigation.23
• United Front work is increasingly a key element of the CCP’s expanded information operations,
particularly in countries with sizable diaspora populations. The breadth and degree of coordination
between the central government and United Front organizations abroad permits the CCP to reduce the
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space for independent and pluralistic voices in Chinesediaspora communities and to insert itself to speak on
behalf of those communities.
» In Panama, where there is a Chinese diaspora
community of more than 200,000 people,
United Front organizations have successfully
positioned themselves in leadership roles, acting
as interlocutors between the community and the
Panamanian government. United Front-linked
media organizations have also been building out
a parallel Chinese-language information space,
providing translations of local news to the diaspora
community while delivering content on China that
is heavily reliant on Chinese state media and closely
aligned with the party’s perspectives and sanctioned
narratives.

China’s business practices
and corruption can
ensure decisions critical to
countries’ prosperity and
independence are made
based upon elites’ private
interests — and those of
China — rather than in the
public interest.

• China’s significant investments in communications
infrastructure have facilitated efforts to push pro-CCP
narratives. For example, the Chinese-governmentlinked company StarTimes was selected as the exclusive
contractor for upgrading Kenya’s telecommunications infrastructure from analog to digital. StarTimes
has provided preferential treatment to state-run media outlets that push pro-CCP narratives while
simultaneously limiting access to more critical Western media outlets through outright prohibitions or
placement behind a steep paywall.
• China’s expanding digital influence operations, including on global social media, are a growing factor
in enabling the CCP to shape perceptions of China and its policies in individual countries, which has
been especially prevalent during the COVID pandemic. The CCP has expanded its drive to shape the
narrative on sensitive topics for China, utilizing propaganda and disinformation to manipulate information
regarding its handling of COVID-19, repression in Hong Kong and detention of more than one million
Uyghur Muslims in Xinjiang.

Mounting Risks for Democracies

• China’s business practices and corruption can ensure decisions critical to countries’ prosperity and
independence are made based upon elites’ private interests — and those of China — rather than in
the public interest. Greater CCP influence over civil society and the information environment inhibits
exposure of these dynamics and prevents accountability. Elite capture has been used to great effect
to help Chinese companies like Huawei enter new markets, benefiting few with financial kickbacks while
potentially exposing key infrastructure and private data to a company that is ultimately accountable to
the CCP’s National Intelligence Law.
» In Nepal, Huawei paid kickbacks to political advisers of the Nepali prime minister for their support
securing a contract to build out the “digital action room” and cut out domestic competitors. These
advisers had significant contact with Huawei leading up to the deal.
• Corrosion of citizen trust in the democratic process. When they do come to light, opaque deals with
Chinese SOEs and subsequent allegations of corruption and democratically elected but increasingly
unaccountable leaders exacerbate the fragility of democratic institutions of many countries and erode
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Chinese President Xi Jinping meets Panama’s then President Varela on first official visit to Panama in December
2018 following the country’s establishment of diplomatic ties with the PRC the year prior.

confidence in democratic leaders and institutions. This dynamic is a buoy for China’s effort to cast doubt
on the efficacy of democracy and legitimize its illiberal governance model.
• Greater Chinese influence over internal political decisions and dynamics. For example, Nepal, once a
stalwart supporter of Tibet in the face of CCP repression and a haven for Tibetan refugees, has acquiesced
to the Chinese government’s demands as it becomes increasingly reliant on China economically and
wary of punitive action, particularly under the CCP-friendly Nepal Communist Party. The Nepalese
government now regularly revokes the legal status of refugees who flee Tibet. Nepalese political parties
have preemptively disciplined members who support Tibetan autonomy. The CCP’s intervention to
settle factional rifts in the Nepal Communist Party to ensure its hold on power shows how Beijing is
taking a more active approach to supporting political allies in key countries.
» Panama’s decision to switch diplomatic recognition to the PRC from Taiwan was shaped to a
significant degree through CCP influence with the ruling Juan Carlos Varela government, including
a $143-million donation to the country, Chinese market access for Varela’s alcohol company, and
leveraging the Chinese diaspora in Panama. In a government-appointed body representing the
Chinese community in Panama as the country debated the switch away from Taiwan, four out of six
had strong links to United Front organizations.
• Popularization of China’s authoritarian governance model. Over the last year, China has devoted greater
energy to pushing authoritarian solutions to the mounting challenges facing developing democracies
under COVID-19, even as it denigrated democracy’s ability to deliver for citizens through propaganda and
disinformation on global social media.
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» The International Liaison Department (ILD) of the CCP has taken the lead in these efforts, organizing
workshops and party-to-party trainings to impart its expertise on issues ranging from poverty
alleviation to economic-recovery strategies amid the global downturn. Chief among these topics
has been “party management.” The CCP has embarked on a sweeping campaign across the Global
South; undeterred by travel restrictions during COVID-19, the ILD has been able to engage political
parties en masse through virtual formats.
» In countries such as Kenya, the CCP has built on a longstanding relationship with the ruling Jubilee
Party, a regular host of CCP training sessions. The Jubilee Party, from the top down, lavished praise
on the CCP’s development and governance strategy and ability to “unify” China. Jubilee’s gung-ho
China policy has granted the CCP extensive access beyond the central elite to local party officials,
holding workshops at every county level in Kenya.
» Ideology has become a growing component of the CCP’s international outreach to likeminded
political parties. Workshops on “Xi Jinping Thought” organized by the ruling Nepal Communist Party
and the ILD ahead of a state visit by the Chinese leader in 2019 are one of many examples of the
externalization of China’s ideological work.

Encouraging Signs of Democratic Resilience

• Elections and effective democratic processes are the most decisive means to uproot elite capture,
mitigate malign influence and correct course on engagement with China.
» The Laurentino Cortizo government in Panama, elected in 2019, approaches Beijing on a much
more cautious footing than that of former President Varela, and has pumped the brakes on trade
agreements and infrastructure projects that would exponentially increase the access of Chinese
enterprises.
» New leadership following the October parliamentary elections in Montenegro offers an opportunity
to pursue more feasible paths toward the completion of expensive, China-financed infrastructure
that was arguably a vanity project of the previous leadership with limited economic utility.
• Independent media continue to expose CCP political and economic influence efforts, promoting
transparency and accountability in dealings with China.
» For example, CCP threats lobbied against independent media in Nepal triggered united and strong
pushback. After running an op-ed penned by the former US ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), the Chinese embassy issued threats against the chief editor of the Kathmandu
Post. Seventeen editors of different publications issued a joint statement condemning the embassy’s
statement.
» Though the Kenyan media environment is increasingly compromised by the outsized role of Chinese
state media outlets, investigative journalism has persisted and with great effect. Independent
investigative journalists have exposed corruption stemming from deals between the Kenyan
government and Chinese SOEs, contractual obligations to Chinese lenders and the impact of debt on
the Kenyan taxpayer. These pieces were the basis of the National Assembly’s calls for accountability
in the executive branch.
• “Resilience fundamentals” — democratic institutions, good governance and an understanding of the
CCP playbook — are critical to countering CCP influence operations.
» Civil society is key to holding government officials accountable. For example, think tanks in Georgia
continue to pressure the government to correct the lack of transparency surrounding public tenders
awarded to Chinese SOEs and bring them in line with the standards clearly detailed in procurement
law.
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» CCP investments no longer buy it the right to behave with impunity in many countries and unilaterally
set terms of agreement with assured protection by host governments. Local businesses and workers
unions are beginning to push back against China’s mercantilist behavior in Greece, for example.
China’s first investment in Greece’s strategic infrastructure has become a point of contention as
China’s shipping company COSCO seeks to displace local business and expand control over operation
of the Port of Piraeus, sparking protests and demonstrations.
» National legislatures also play a key role in checking executive actors, including through investigations
by the national assemblies and parliaments to address opacity and unveil and deter foul play.
Though the National Assembly lost its case in Kenya’s High Court regarding alleged corruption
surrounding the government’s decision to provide a single-source tender to China Communications
Construction Company and China Road and Bridge Corporation, it regularly holds public debate on
the government’s use of federal monies through tenders, including those awarded to Chinese SOEs.
This legislative function helps to mitigate the efforts of China’s state-run media outlets to push
propaganda and critical voices critical of China.
• There is mounting awareness of the CCP’s strategic intent and tactics among democratic actors and
willingness to openly discuss mitigating negative effects on democracy.
» There is growing, if not widespread, understanding of the risks of engagement with China and
Chinese-government-linked entities in all countries addressed in this report. Also, discussion of
China’s malign behavior has expanded exponentially at the international level, triggered by China’s
repression and human-rights abuses, as well as an increasingly aggressive “wolf warrior” approach
to foreign engagement and free speech that has ruffled feathers from Europe to the Pacific Islands.
There is increased public discussion of the risks posed by China’s global ambitions to open societies
and the liberal values that underpin the current international order, and new momentum to turn this
rhetoric into policies that will inoculate democratic societies against both CCP influence operations
and more overt coercive pressure.
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NEPAL
The ruling Nepal Communist Party’s (NCP) sharp departure from the previous administration’s prioritization
of ties with India and the West since 2017 has opened the door to Chinese influence over Nepal’s internal
politics and foreign policy calculus. Increased economic and security cooperation between Beijing and
Kathmandu has been warmly welcomed in Nepal, as have stronger party-party ties between the NCP and
CCP. While this growing relationship with China gives the Nepali government greater strategic latitude by
reducing its structural dependence on India, it has come at a cost to its democratic institutions.1 Growing
Chinese influence in the country has put pressure on the government and political parties to pay homage to
China’s political priorities on the issues of Tibet and Taiwan, and to silence critics of the Chinese government
in Nepal.
Driving China’s intensified engagement with Nepal are concerns regarding instability across the border in
Tibet, perceptions of Nepal as a hotbed for anti-China activism, and an interest in contesting Indian influence
on its periphery.2 Economically, Nepal presents an opportunity to offload excess capacity in infrastructure
construction and gain access to new energy resources.
China’s sizable role in Nepal’s economy affords it significant leverage over the country’s foreign policy and
internal discourse. In recent years, the CCP has expanded engagement comprehensively, making new
inroads into academia, the media, security services and political parties, which strengthen the Chinese
government’s hand in influencing both Nepal’s internal disposition and the perception of China among
Nepali citizens.

Economic Influence
China’s mounting economic engagement with Nepal has conditioned the country’s policies to align more
with PRC interests. Though it has fallen short of initial expectations as a source of infrastructure investment,
China has embedded its influence among Nepal’s political elite with favors and financial kickbacks in
exchange for deeper access and contracts for China’s state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in strategic sectors.
China was Nepal’s top investor in fiscal year (FY) 2015/2016 and the source of 79.9 percent of foreign direct
investment (FDI) from 2018 to 2019.3 Bilateral trade volume more than tripled between the two countries,
from US$414 million in 2009 to US$1.52 billion in 2019.4 An agreement signed between Nepal and China in
October 2015 broke India’s exclusive control over Nepal’s oil supplies, and a transit and transport agreement
signed during Prime Minister K.P. Sharma Oli’s trip to Beijing helped to diversify Nepal’s access to seaports
and international commerce.5 A new cross-border fiberoptic cable between Nepal and China was completed
in March 2018, ending India’s stranglehold on Nepal’s telecommunications connectivity.6

Nepal’s excessive structural reliance on India was most clearly exposed by the de facto blockade on energy imports during a diplomatic spat over Nepal’s constitutional reforms. See:
“Nepal PM KP Sharma Oli Wants India to ‘Immediately Lift Undeclared Blockade.’” The Economic Times, 15 Nov. 2015, economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/nepal-pmkp-sharma-oli-wants-india-to-immediately-lift-undeclared-blockade/articleshow/49793060.cms.
2
Dahal, Dev Raj. “Geopolitics of Nepal: Survival Stategies of a Small State” in Aditya, Anand. The Political Economy of Small States, Nepal Foundation, 1997, 25–53.
3
For FY2015/16, see: “Industry Statistics.” Nepal Department of Industry, table 14, doind.gov.np/images/industrial-static/Industrial_statistics_7273.pdf; for FY2018/19 (latest available
data), see: “Industry Statistics.” Nepal Department of Industry, Table 14, drive.google.com/file/d/12qWtJWscgFyB38nejCX10Oj2n3Y9NvKV/view.
4
“UN Comtrade Database.” UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, comtrade.un.org/data/.
5
Xi Jinping declares that China will help to remold Nepal from a landlocked country to a land-linked country. “China Will Help Nepal Realise Its Dream to Become Land-Linked Country:
President Xi.” The Rising Nepal, 12 Oct. 2019, risingnepaldaily.com/main-news/china-will-help-nepal-realise-its-dream-to-become-land-linked-country-president-xi; Giri, Anil. “Nepal Signs
Deal With China to Access Seven Chinese Sea and Land Ports.” The Kathmandu Post, 30 Apr. 2018, kathmandupost.com/national/2019/04/30/nepal-signs-deal-with-china-to-access-sevenchinese-sea-and-land-ports.
6
Giri, Anil. “Nepal Ends India’s Monopoly on Internet Access with New Chinese Link.” Hindustan Times, 13 Jan. 2018, hindustantimes.com/world-news/nepal-ends-india-s-monopoly-oninternet-access-with-new-chinese-link/story-lxcEzrufnTLM7Pv8WxhXCN.html.
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The Nepali government has pegged its hopes on China as a source of much-needed infrastructure
investment. Though it has been a signatory of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) framework since 2017,
investment from China in Nepal is scant compared to Chinese investment in Pakistan and Sri Lanka.7 The
Nepali government initially listed 35 projects to develop under the BRI framework, which were reduced to
nine in January 2019.8 This can be attributed to China insisting that Nepal prioritize areas of investment and
disagreements on funding for the projects. A sign of the Nepali government’s resilience to pressure from
China has been its refusal to accept all loans, and its choice to instead hold out for grants.
Despite disappointment with the sum of Chinese investments and downsizing of several infrastructure
projects, the Nepali government has been averse to upsetting the limited inflow of investment and aid from
China.9 A stark example of Nepal’s accommodation of China’s political agenda was its voluntary rejection of
Taiwanese relief aid in the aftermath of the 2015 earthquake. This reflected a desire to demonstrate steadfast
support for the “One China” principle and an unwillingness to disturb China’s interests in an environment
where vast amounts of aid from the Chinese government were critical to Nepal’s post-quake recovery.10

Corruption and Foul Play
Anecdotal evidence strongly suggests corruption and foul play have influenced the Nepali government’s
decisions to award contracts to Chinese firms despite obvious risks and Chinese SOEs’ lack of qualifications.
Several contracts have been awarded to Chinese firms under suspicious circumstances and non-competitive
processes. China’s success can be attributed to a concerted campaign to develop personal relationships
with Nepali political elites with all-expenses-paid junkets, while businessmen with connections to Chinese
SOEs and Nepal’s political elite have received financial kickbacks in exchange for awarding government
contracts to Chinese firms.11
Meanwhile, individuals with close links to Chinese SOEs have been assigned to key positions inside the
Nepali government responsible for awarding future contracts.12 Both China’s SOEs and government officials
have facilitated favors that have implicated Prime Minister Oli and his advisers with allegations of corruption
and foul play.
In 2017, the Pushpa Kamal Dahal government awarded a US$2.42-billion contract for a 1,200-megawatt
(MW) Budhigandaki Hydropower Project to the Chinese Gezhouba Group Corporation (CGGC), a company
with a scant record of project completion that is blacklisted in many countries. The deal was later reversed
by the Sher Bahadur Deuba government in November 2017, claiming that the Dahal government had
flouted the Public Procurement Act when it first awarded the contract to the Chinese firm in 2017.13 In
September 2018, the Oli government overturned the decision and re-awarded the contract agreement to

“Nepal, China Sign Bilateral Cooperation Agreement under Belt and Road Initiative.” Xinhua, 12 May 2017, xinhuanet.com/english/2017-05/12/c_136276949.htm.
The reduction in the number of projects was mainly due to China’s insistence that the Nepalese government define priority sectors and limit the number of projects to a single digit.
Giri, Anil. “Nepal Trims Projects under BRI from 35 to 9 at Chinese Call.” The Kathmandu Post, 18 Jan. 2019, kathmandupost.com/national/2019/01/18/nepal-trims-projects-under-brifrom-35-to-9-at-chinese-call.
9
Shakya, Tsering and Ashok Gurung. “Was Nepal a Soft Power Victory for China?” Foreign Policy, 1 May 2015, foreignpolicy.com/2015/05/01/nepal-china-earthquake-aid-taiwan-power/.
10
Interview with former ambassador. China’s relief delegation was the second largest to land in Nepal and consisted of 40 rescuers, 10 medics, 12 seismic experts, 55 soldiers and 186
tons of emergency supplies. It also committed US$483 million for post-earthquake reconstruction. Within two weeks, official assistance from China reached 60 million renminbi (RMB),
together with 546 tons of daily-use materials, including 1,600 tents, 10,000 blankets and 327 electric generators. The emergency aid of US$3.3 million was three times the amount
announced by the United States. Tiezzi, Shannon. “After Devastating Earthquake, China Rushes Aid to Nepal.” The Diplomat, 28 Apr. 2015, thediplomat.com/2015/04/after-devasatingearthquake-china-rushes-aid-to-nepal/.
11
According to a senior journalist who covers Nepali foreign policy, in 2017, at least 100 Nepali government officials were thought to be on all-expenses-paid China junkets at any given
time. Baral, Biswas. “After the ‘Blockade’: China’s Push into Nepal.” The Diplomat, 1 Feb. 2017, thediplomat.com/2017/02/after-the-blockade-chinas-push-into-nepal/.
12
The government potentially exposed itself to further undue influence by Chinese construction firms by appointing Shusil Bhatta as the head of Investment Board Nepal (IBN), the
office responsible for attracting FDI to Nepal. The appointment of Sushil Bhatta has been controversial because of potential conflicts of interest. Before his appointment, Bhatta and
his brother, Deepak Bhatta, reportedly acted as political intermediaries for foreign corporations, including CGGC, providing them access to political leadership to secure contracts for
large development projects, most of which resulted in incomplete projects. Giri, Anil. “Bhatta’s Appointment Despite Criticism Puts Spotlight on Problems Inherent in the System.” The
Kathmandu Post, 5 Aug. 2020, kathmandupost.com/national/2020/08/05/bhatta-s-appointment-despite-criticism-puts-a-spotlight-on-problem-inherent-in-the-system; Acharya, Krishna.
“Responsibility of the Board to the Intermediary of the Project.” Ekantipur, 4 Aug. 2020, ekantipur.com/news/2020/08/04/159650591337457421.html.
13
For other examples, see: Poudel, Arjun. “Health Ministry Cancels Tender to Purchase Medical Equipment from China over Controversy.” The Kathmandu Post, 1 Apr. 2020,
kathmandupost.com/national/2020/04/01/health-ministry-cancels-tender-to-purchase-medical-equipment-from-china-over-controversy.
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Chinese President Xi Jinping (3nd-R) speaks with Nepal Prime Minister Khadga Prasad Sharma Oli (2rd-L) during
a conference inside the Great Hall of the People on March 21, 2016 in Beijing, China.

CGGC without subjecting the project to public-procurement processes, after a businessman with close ties
to the prime minister received a kickback from the company.14
Favors and kickbacks to Nepali political elites have encouraged them to ignore potential national security
risks. In December 2018, the Oli government awarded a contract to build a “Digital Action Room” in the
prime minister’s office to a subsidiary of Huawei without subjecting the project to a competitive bidding
process. The contract was awarded to Huawei despite the government-owned Nepal Telecom having
the expertise and capacity to build the video-conference facility, and the government ignored the clear
security implications of embedding Huawei technology into core government communications platforms.15
Reportedly, the son of political adviser Bishnu Rimal had pushed for the contract to be awarded to the
Huawei subsidiary in return for financial compensation from the Chinese company.16 The agreement was
later scrapped after it came under scrutiny from the Commission for Investigations of Abuse of Authority
(CIAA), Nepal’s anti-graft body.17

“Budhi Gandaki Again Awarded to China Gezhouba without Free Competition.” Nepal Energy Forum, 23 Sept. 2018, nepalenergyforum.com/budhi-gandaki-again-awarded-to-chinagezhouba-without-free-competition; Jacquard, Roland. “Nepal: The Sulfurous Chinese Connections of Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli.” Global Watch Analysis, Aug. 2020, global-watchanalysis.com/nepal-les-sulfureuses-accointances-chinoises-du-premier-ministre-kp-sharma-oli/?lang=en.
15
“China Uses Corrupt Leaders to Make Inroads into Economically Weaker Countries Like Nepal: Report.” The Economic Times, 13 July 2020, economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/
defence/china-uses-corrupt-leaders-to-make-inroads-into-economically-weaker-countries-like-nepal-report/articleshow/76932453.cms.
16
Jacquard, “Nepal: The Sulfurous Chinese Connections of Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli.”
17
Sapkota, Sunil. “Govt Calls Bids to Set Up Digital Action Room at PMO.” myRepublica, 25 Jan. 2019, myrepublica.nagariknetwork.com/news/govt-calls-bids-to-set-up-digital-actionroom-at-pmo/.
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Other Forms of Chinese Influence
China’s economic influence with Nepal’s political elite has engendered an environment in which the Nepali
government seeks to silence critics of the Chinese government to maintain an amenable ecosystem for
more cooperation and deals in the future. It has had a growing reach and presence in Nepali academia
and domestic media. Together, this helps to protect China’s interests and positive perceptions of China
in Nepal by drawing scrutiny away from allegations of corruption and reducing coverage of the Chinese
government’s oppressive policies in Tibet.

Academia
The Chinese government is increasing its reach to all aspects of Nepali academia that are related to China.
Confucius Institutes (CI) have wide reach through Nepal’s higher-education system and throughout the
Nepali government.
Nepal is host to two CIs at Kathmandu University and Tribhuvan University. By 2019, the CIs had also
established four Confucius Classrooms and 14 teaching sites and had reached 20,000 students.18 More than
6,400 Nepali students have received scholarships from the Chinese government to study at universities in
China.19 The CI at Tribhuvan University is slated to be a research center for language and culture, and the
Chinese government will have a heavy hand in its operation.20
The Nepali government has granted CIs access to political elites and Nepal’s institutional infrastructure. CIs
in Nepal provide language training to officials in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Education,
the Nepali Army and the Department of Tourism.21 The Ministry of Education signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) with the Chinese Embassy for a Volunteer Chinese Teacher Program to teach Mandarin
in public schools, with volunteer instructors provided by the Chinese government.22 Extending influence
beyond language instruction at CIs, Beijing offered to pay the salaries of instructors at private institutions
offering Mandarin instruction, which would potentially increase their leverage over staffing and give them
greater latitude to shape views of China.
Under the guise of academic exchange and outreach, China is also increasing its connections and influence
in the Nepali military.23 The aim of this is to increase its influence in the armed services as a hedge against
future instability and the potential of Nepal as a hotbed for anti-Chinese Tibetan separatism. In addition to
expanding cooperation with Nepal’s security services through joint exercises and provision of non-lethal
supplies, China allocates seats to Nepali officers to study at China’s National Defense University (NDU).
Within the Nepali Army, officers graduating from China’s NDU outnumber those graduating from other
countries’ military educational institutions by a 4-to-1 ratio, giving China significant influence among future
Nepali Army leadership.

Media
China has established a strategic foothold to shape perspectives of China in Nepal’s information space. As
of 2014, China Radio International was the first foreign radio station to be granted permission to broadcast

“How China is Getting Nepal into Its Orbit.” NewsInAsia, 26 Mar. 2019, newsin.asia/how-china-is-getting-nepal-into-its-orbit/.
“China Provides Scholarship to over 100 Nepali Students for 2018.” The Rising Nepal, therisingnepal.org.np/news/25509.
20
According to the prime minister, “the Chinese government will bear the entire cost for the establishment and operation of the institute in the initial phase,” but he added the caveat
that future funding and operational responsibility would be under negotiation after the institute comes online. See: Ghimire, Binod. “Government Has Agreed to Promote Mandarin
in Nepali Schools and Not Everyone Seems Pleased.” The Kathmandu Post, 19 Oct. 2019, kathmandupost.com/national/2019/10/15/government-has-agreed-to-promote-mandarin-innepali-schools-and-not-everyone-seems-pleased.
21
“Nepal’s Foreign Ministry Officials Learn Chinese Language.” myRepublica, 1 Nov. 2017, myrepublica.nagariknetwork.com/amp/nepals-foreign-ministry-officials-learn-chineselanguage/.
22
Ghimire, Binod. “Government Has Agreed to Promote Mandarin in Nepali Schools and Not Everyone Seems Pleased.”
23
According to an interview conducted by a researcher with a retired general.
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in the country.24 In recent years, China has sought to cultivate goodwill in the journalist community by
organizing regular free trips to China for Nepali journalists and, according to at least one Nepali media
professional, by providing unofficial financial support to China-friendly outlets.25
China’s growing economic role in Nepal and the clear red lines around “sensitive issues” have prompted the
Nepali government to pressure local media to deter critical reporting on China.26 Not only do government
officials refrain from engaging with reporters seeking comments on China-related stories, to avoid
association with reports critical of China and its policies on Tibet, but the government has also launched
politically motivated investigations against journalists from the state-run news agency Rastriya Samachar
Samiti (RSS) who provided coverage of the Dalai Lama.27 The investigations, ordered by Nepal’s Minister
of Communications and Information Technology Gokul Baskota, have had a chilling effect on reporting on
China and enforced greater adherence among Nepali state media to China’s preferred narratives and policy
priorities. The government has made it clear that when it comes to China, objective and critical reporting
is not Nepali state media’s goal. The “investigation [against the three journalists at RSS who wrote about
the Dalai Lama] will be guided by Nepal’s relationship with China, by the One-China policy, and by Nepal’s
foreign policy,” said Dilliram Batarai, one of the members of the committee assigned to conduct the inquiry.
Nepal’s media environment is a stark example of how China’s sharp power in a country is facilitated by
increased economic influence. Implied in Nepal’s new friendship and economic links with China is an
understanding that the government should take measures to prevent anything that reflects poorly on
China, including reminders in Nepal’s public media of the Chinese government’s repressive policies in Tibet.
Government officials shy away from reporters seeking comments on Tibet to avoid association with critical
news on China, and Nepali journalists report that they have been pressured by government officials to
mollify their counterparts in Beijing by avoiding critical reporting on China.28

Party Influence
The International Liaison Department (ILD), the CCP’s primary vehicle for cultivating influence with political
parties — and, more recently, the means to popularize the CCP’s governance and party management
practices — engages with all political parties in Nepal.29 According to one foreign policy journalist, at least
100 Nepali government officials were on all-expenses-paid China junkets at any given time in 2017.30 The ILD
and the Chinese government have shown a particular affinity for the NCP, and the feeling is mutual.
The NCP pays deference to the CCP’s desire to act as a model of governance and party management.
Ahead of Xi Jinping’s state visit in 2019, the chief of the NCP’s foreign affairs department, Madhav Kumar,
and head of the ILD, Song Tao, signed an MoU that institutionalized their fraternal relationship.31 This MoU
has become a platform for the CCP to impart its philosophy and practices through exchanges on communist
ideology, experiences and training, and economic-development models. Starting with a study session on
“Xi Jinping Thought” in 2019, attended and praised by Prime Minister Oli, party exchanges have accelerated

Singh, Bawa and Shabaz Hussain Shah. “Nepal’s Equidistance Policy Towards India and China: Exploring the Shifting Paradigm in the Post-Monarchial Era” in Jaiswal, Pramod and
Geeta Kochhar. Nepal’s Foreign Policy and Her Neighbours, New Delhi: G.B. Books, 2016, 49–66; “About Us.” Capital FM 92.4, cfmonair.com/about/about-us; Qing, Koh Gui and John
Shiffman. “Beijing’s Covert Radio Network Airs China-Friendly News Across Washington, and the World.” Reuters, 2 Nov. 2015, reuters.com/investigates/special-report/china-radio/.
25
Dorje, Yeshi and Rajani Tamang. “Nepalese Journalists Pushed to Avoid Reporting on China, Tibet.” Voice of America, 29 June 2019, voanews.com/south-central-asia/nepalesejournalists-pushed-avoid-reporting-china-tibet.
26
According to personal interviews by the author with in-country media professionals.
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“Nepal Orders ‘Investigation’ of Reporters Who Wrote About the Dalai Lama.” Radio Free Asia, 14 May 2019, rfa.org/english/news/tibet/reporters-05142019151851.html.
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Dorje and Tamang. “Nepalese Journalists Pushed to Avoid Reporting on China, Tibet.”
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See glossary of terms for a more robust description on the activities of the International Liaison Department.
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Baral. “After the ‘Blockade’: China’s Push into Nepal.”
31
“Ruling Communist Parties of Nepal and China Sign MoU to Strengthen Fraternal Ties.” Press Trust of India, 24 Sept. 2019, business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/ruling-communistparties-of-nepal-and-chinese-sign-mou-to-strengthen-fraternal-ties-119092401328_1.html. This move unified the Communist Party of Nepal, Unified Marxist-Leninists and the
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at a rapid pace, and ties between the CCP and NCP
have become stronger and more institutionalized.32
The NCP has been accused of going to great lengths
to avoid criticizing China, including dismissing
concerns about Chinse encroachment on Nepali
territory without sufficient evidence. In September
2020, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs dismissed local
district reports that China had built nine buildings one
kilometer into Nepali territory even before the chief
district officer visiting the site completed a field report
on the situation.33 The leader of the opposition Nepali
Congress, Jeevan Bahadur Shahi, accuses the NCP of
amplifying propaganda regarding India’s occupation of
Nepali land in October 2020 in order to divert attention
away from the dispute with China as the issue gained
more attention and sparked protests.34

The importance of maintaining
amicable relations with China
has led Nepal’s political elites
to limit the space for free
speech and forgo Nepal’s
longtime commitment to
providing a haven for political
refugees from Tibet.

Pressure to maintain amicable relations with the CCP
trickles down into internal party politics. Political parties have taken sharp measures to ensure that their
membership adheres to China’s perspective on issues deemed “sensitive” by the Chinese government. For
example, the Samajbadi Party suspended lawmaker Pradip Yadav for six months for attending a “Free Tibet”
conference in Riga, Latvia.35
Such party attentiveness to China’s sensitivities and interests has the potential to impact Nepal’s ties to
the United States. For example, a faction in the NCP, including former Prime Minister Dahal, argued in 2019
that Prime Minister Oli should reject the terms of an agreement signed with the United States’ Millennium
Challenge Corporation to avoid harming ties with Beijing. Dahal claimed that the proposed US$500 million
in U.S. contributions for a power-transmission line and upgrading of transport infrastructure are part of the
U.S. Indo-Pacific Strategy to contain China and would damage Sino-Nepal relations.36
China played a key mediating role when interparty conflict among the various factions of the ruling NCP
climaxed in May 2020, furthering its influence. The Chinese ambassador to Nepal met with NCP leaders
to help settle the factional disputes that have plagued the unification process of Oli’s Communist Party of

“Xi Jinping New Era Socialism Thought with Chinese Characteristics Promotion Conference and Theoretical Seminar of the Communist Party of China and the Communist Party
of Nepal was held in Kathmandu.” International Department of the CPC, 23 Sept. 2019, idcpc.gov.cn/ztwy/zytz/tyn2019_1/ttxw/201912/t20191224_123103.html; Kaphle, Anup.
“A Blueprint for Consolidating Power: China Exports Xi Jinping Thought to Nepal.” The Kathmandu Post, 24 Sept. 2019, kathmandupost.com/national/2019/09/24/a-blueprint-forconsolidating-power-china-exports-xi-jinping-thought-to-nepal. Prime Minister Oli also praised the CCP’s governance model of socialism and development, see: “Communists Say
Socialism Better than Capitalism.” The Himalayan Times, 24 Sept. 2019, thehimalayantimes.com/nepal/communists-say-socialism-better-than-capitalism/; “The Communist Party of
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International Liaison Department of the CPC, 20 Oct. 2020, idcpc.gov.cn/bzhd/wshd/202010/t20201020_140474.html. For more examples of party-party exchanges see: “The
Communist Parties of China and Nepal Hold Advanced Seminars on Party and Country Experience.” International Department of the CPC, 19 June 2020, idcpc.gov.cn/bzhd/wshd/202006/
t20200620_138901.html.
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Nepal (United Marxist Leninists) (CPN-UML) and Dahal’s Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist Center).37The
CCP again dispatched Guo Yezhou, vice -minister of the ILD, to Nepal in December 2020 to settle further
interparty NCP strife. At the direction of Xi Jinping, Guo and a team of top delegates from the ILD met
with Oli to persuade him to reverse his decision to dissolve parliament and offered to use its influence to
broker an agreement with the rival faction led by Dahal.38 Guo reportedly is well known in NCP political
circles and is believed to have played a role in facilitating the party’s consolidation. Neither the Oli nor Dahal
faction in the NCP holds a majority in parliament independently; and either would need to solicit support
from the relatively pro-India Nepali Congress party to form a government. China’s attentiveness to factional
infighting in the NCP demonstrates its clear preference for a consolidated and powerful communist party
with which it can maintain strong ties.

Nepal’s Response
Nepal’s lack of resilience to China’s economic and political leverage is most clearly demonstrated by its
compliance with China’s demands on issues relating to Tibetan exiles seeking refuge in Nepal. Nepal has
not acquiesced on all issues deemed a priority by the CCP, particularly regarding the roughly 20,000 Tibetan
refugees already residing in Nepal.39 However, this is changing with the growing importance of China in
Nepal’s foreign policy.
Ahead of Xi Jinping’s state visit in October 2019, the Nepali government began making significant concessions
to China’s demands that it curb the flow of refugees and dissidents across their shared border into Nepal.
In September 2019, Nepal’s police arrested and deported six Tibetan asylum seekers who had crossed the
border into Nepal in the northwestern Humla District.40 During Xi’s visit, the Nepali government struck a
deal with China to deport asylum seekers who crossed the border without sufficient documentation. As
confiscation of international travel documents is commonplace in areas of political repression in China, this
is a significant concession to China’s interest in preventing the outflow of Tibetan political dissidents.
Civil society in Nepal is nevertheless a beacon of resilience to China’s pressure. Despite stricter government
control of state-funded media on issues critical of China, private media in Nepal continue to deliver robust
criticism of the Chinese government. The privately owned Kathmandu Post recently published a scathing
criticism of China’s failed initial response to the outbreak of the coronavirus from the former US ambassador
to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).41 In an unprecedented move, the Chinese embassy issued
a statement rebuking the publication and went as far as issuing a threat of further action by the embassy
against its chief editor, Anup Kaphle.42 Member of Parliament Pradeep Yadav, the aforementioned party
member previously suspended for attending a Free Tibet conference in Latvia, pressured the government
to denounce the threats as an attack on the freedom of press guaranteed by the constitution of Nepal.43 He
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was joined by 17 editors who issued a joint statement condemning the embassy’s statement and reiterated
the Nepali constitution’s guarantee of full press freedom.44

Conclusion
China’s influence in Nepal has grown rapidly since 2015. However, the deference paid by Nepal’s ruling NCP
to the CCP has yielded limited benefits for the Nepali people. Growth in trade volume has been lopsided in
favor of China and investment only trickles into the country compared to Chinese investment in Pakistan
and Sri Lanka. Meanwhile, strategic corruption helps China cultivate Nepal’s political elite and maintain
influence in the country without expending significant resources. The importance of maintaining amicable
relations with China has led Nepal’s political elites to limit the space for free speech and forgo Nepal’s
longtime commitment to providing a haven for political refugees from Tibet. The CCP is personally invested
in maintaining this status quo and has tasked the ILD with mediating the NCP’s interparty strife to maintain
its hold on power and pro-China policies in place. By opening its doors to the CCP to counterbalance India’s
leverage, the NCP has unwittingly subjected Nepal’s democratic institutions to an onerous stress test.
Nepal’s civil society has proven to be a staunch defender of the liberal freedoms embedded in Nepal’s
constitution and will remain central to keeping China’s illiberal impulses in the country in check.
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KENYA
Over the last 20 years, China has made Kenya the center of its bid for growing influence in East Africa
as it seeks to further its strategic economic goals and establish broader political leverage in the region.
China has pursued these goals through incremental expansion into key sectors of Kenya’s economic and
political landscape, employing four overarching and reinforcing modes of influence: economic investment
and leverage; information operations; relationships between ruling parties; and United Front operations.
The Uhuru Kenyatta administration’s welcoming of increased engagement with China and CCP-linked
entities has contributed to the weakening of Kenya’s democratic institutions. Large infusions of muchneeded — but opaquely contracted — investment and a declining interest from Western governments
in the region have resulted in increased dependence on the CCP and its associated entities for funding
streams. These developments are underreported in Kenya’s media environment, which has been inundated
with Chinese propaganda, often placed in major local outlets and offered by co-opted local journalist as
independent views on China and Kenya’s engagement with the country.
Consequently, local voices and perspectives are frequently excluded from the national dialogue on China’s
role in the country’s affairs and how Kenyan officials ought to manage that relationship. China’s ability to
operate in these spaces is aided by a strong relationship between the CCP and the ruling Jubilee Party in
Kenya, which has been cultivated through party-to-party training initiatives. These sessions serve as an
opportunity for CCP officials to popularize China’s model of governance with Jubilee members, resulting in
many Jubilee members, including President Kenyatta, praising the CCP party model and China’s development
path. Undergirding China’s influence in Kenya is the instrumentalization of the Chinese diaspora community
in Kenya, which mobilizes to protect China’s economic leverage in Kenya.
Efforts at democratic resilience against such malign influence — both successful and unsuccessful — are
nevertheless increasingly evident. An important source of successful pushback is the role of investigative
journalism in pushing for transparency in projects, as well as online youth activism, both of which have
exposed the impact of China’s influence in Kenya and highlighted the disconnect between the preference
of the Kenyan people and the actions of elected officials.

Economic Influence
The foundation of China’s mounting influence in Kenya and across Africa is strategic economic engagement.
The party-state and its associated entities are leveraging the country’s growing economic heft to provide
an alternative to traditional Western funding sources for large-scale infrastructure projects.45 Investment
through the BRI, financed principally by Chinese policy banks, often involves disadvantageous and opaque
lending conditions that leave developing Sub-Saharan African countries with enormous financial burdens.
Many agreements contain clauses that reduce, if not eliminate, the economic gains host countries seek
from such large infusions of capital.
Kenya is a key hub of BRI-related projects in East Africa and Africa writ large. It is a recipient of a number of
high-dollar infrastructure loans, most with details not disclosed to the public and shrouded in allegations
of lopsided terms. Chinese companies prefer to limit public oversight and involvement in financial
arrangements and have the local political and financial backing to effectively dampen or block attempts to

Oftentimes those projects are deemed unviable by other funders. Dezenski, Elaine K. “Below the Belt and Road: Corruption and Illicit Dealings in China’s Global Infrastructure.”
Foundation for Defense of Democracies, 6 May 2020, fdd.org/analysis/2020/05/04/below-the-belt-and-road/.
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ensure such oversight. The Kenyan government’s willingness to accept these loans has culminated in an
outsized role for China and government-linked entities in the country’s finances.

State-Owned Enterprises
Central to China’s economic engagement with Kenya is the growing role of Chinese SOEs in Kenya
and their domination of local markets. Beginning in the early 2010s, China deployed its approach of
aggressive lobbying, unmatchable pricing, and optimistic timelines to monopolize Kenyan infrastructure
and telecommunications markets, and it maintains that grasp today. There are currently more than 400
Chinese companies operating in Kenya that win nearly half of the federally tendered construction contracts,
according to the National Construction Authority’s list of contractors and federal tender opportunities.46
The rapid market control of Chinese SOEs has raised concerns among the Kenyan public regarding
allegations of corruption, resulting from opaque negotiations and procurement processes led by the federal
government. One high-profile instance is the $3.6-billion SGR linking Mombasa with Nairobi.47 The winner
of this federal tender was China’s Communications Construction Company (CCCC) and its subsidiary China
Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC), which are involved in numerous infrastructure projects in Kenya.
The opacity surrounding CCCC’s bid and the Kenyan government’s decision to provide a single-source
contract cast doubt on the legitimacy of the process. Public outcry and multiple petitions resulted in a
parliamentary hearing to investigate if undue influence was targeted at Kenyan decision-makers. Lawmakers
determined that irregularities had occurred, but could not pursue further legal redress as Kenya’s High Court
ruled that “a constitutional petition cannot be founded on documents whose source and origin has not
been disclosed and whose authenticity therefore cannot be vouched for.”48
Nominally private Chinese companies have also worked in tandem with state-backed banks to manipulate
bidding processes and win government tenders. Leading Chinese information and communications
technology (ICT) firm Huawei secured high-level digital infrastructure contracts with the Kenyan government,
including a $60.1-million project awarded in 2012 as an exclusive tender. Funding for the project was provided
through the Export-Import (Exim) Bank of China on the condition that the contract be awarded to its choice
contactor.49 Similarly, Huawei is working with the Kenyan government to build the $665.4-million Konza
Technopolis project, which will house Kenya’s national cloud data center, a smart ICT network, smart traffic
solutions and a government cloud and enterprise service.50 Together, Huawei and CRBC are to serve as the
only contractors on the project, encompassing both the onsite ICT infrastructure and the connecting road
from Konza to Nairobi. Again, it appears that funding for this project was conditioned on the use of Chinese
companies and SOEs.51

Debt
As a result of these lopsided deals in favor of Chinese government-backed interests, Kenya’s bilateral and
external debt to China has soared. In 2019, Kenya’s debt servicing to the Exim Bank of China skyrocketed
from $300 million to $700 million, reflecting a 130-percent increase due to a combination of loans for the
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A protester carries a placard on Uhuru Highway Nairobi during a demonstration against the construction of
second phase of the standard gauge railway through the Nairobi National Park.

SGR and other infrastructural projects.52 Kenyan Treasury data show that loan payments to the Exim Bank
of China are expected to increase to $840 million for the 2020–2021 and $1.1 billion for the 2021–2022
fiscal years.53 In 2019, Beijing received 87 percent of Kenya’s total interest payments to its bilateral lenders,
compared with 81 percent a year earlier, accounting for 66 percent of Kenya’s bilateral debt.54
The ability to unilaterally dictate and extract concessions has permitted China significant leverage over
Kenyan decisions regarding the country’s finances. For instance, as part of the terms of the SGR construction
contract awarded to CRBC in 2014, the Kenyan government is contractually bound to keep details of the
agreement private, while all dispute settlement is delegated to the jurisdiction of China’s International
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC).55 Based on an allegedly leaked report from Kenya’s
Office of the Auditor General that partially revealed terms of the agreement, the Kenyan government has
been accused of linking the Mombasa Port as collateral to the Exim Bank’s financing for the SGR should
Kenya default on the $3.6-billion loan.56 These claims have been denied by China’s Foreign Ministry but have
been neither confirmed nor denied by Kenya’s Office of the Auditor General.
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Public Relations
To mitigate emerging negative perceptions around the expansion and influence of Chinese businesses over
Kenya’s economy, many Chinese entities undertake comprehensive public-relations campaigns to legitimize
their companies’ presence, practices, and long-term interests. Amid a flurry of negative coverage, including
allegations of bribery, racism, and labor-law violations, CCCC and CRBC unveiled sweeping corporate socialresponsibility plans that included full scholarships for a four-year degree at Beijing Jiaotong University for
100 Kenyan students who plan to study aspects relating to the railroad industry.57
The Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC), also mired in corruption allegations, jointly funds the
program “Africa Tech Challenge” along with the Kenyan government. It awards the winners scholarships to
study in China and manufacturing contracts to work with AVIC.58 Huawei, despite maintaining a more positive
image than CCCC and CRBC, deploys significant public-relations campaigns in Kenya.59 In its “Seeds for the
Future” project, Huawei partners with Kenya’s Ministry of ICT to train the next generation of ICT talent.
As of 2018, 130 students had participated in a two-month internship at Huawei’s office in Nairobi, and 46
students had been sent to China for additional training.60 The impact of these public-relations initiatives
and campaigns on Kenyan public opinion toward Chinese firms is not clear, but news coverage of these
initiatives is increasingly positive.

Influence in Kenya’s Information Space
China’s increased activity in Kenya’s information space corresponds with its growing presence in other
key Kenyan sectors. China has stepped up efforts to manipulate Kenya’s media environment to protect its
mounting economic interests in Kenya from emergent accountability and transparency efforts and place a
positive spin on China’s actions in Kenya. The following section outlines the approach that China has used
to promote its preferred narratives and the impact that has had on media freedom and open debate in
Kenya’s democracy.

Amplification and Broadcast of State-Controlled/State-Friendly Media
Through flagship initiatives and robust placement of state-controlled media outlets, Nairobi has become
the center of China’s growing media influence in East Africa. With an aim of broadening its base of support
beyond elites to the wider populace, the PRC has dedicated political capital and marshaled significant
resources to advance its preferred narratives.61 Across Africa, China aims to use pervasive propaganda to
shape positive perceptions of China’s presence on the continent and reinforce its curated image as leader of
the developing world and Global South, particularly with the next generation and the previously unengaged.
While there are many media entities connected to the CCP and Chinese government that operate in Kenya’s
media environment, three are particularly active and adept at spreading state narratives.
Xinhua is the primary vehicle for delivery of the PRC’s official news and propaganda. It established its first
African bureau in Nairobi in 1986 and now includes reporting in 46 African countries. Xinhua exerts influence
over Kenya’s information space through direct control over content delivery, offering free or ultra-low-priced
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distribution of newswire services and images to local outlets.62 Free or cheap content-delivery services have
been effective in advancing Xinhua’s reach, particularly in cash-strapped media environments where outlets
are more likely to subscribe to Xinhua’s services or allocate space for paid content. Xinhua’s Africa bureau, in
fact, frequently pays for sponsored content in Kenyan domestic media outlets. Although sponsored content
is usually labeled, in at least one instance Kenya’s national broadcaster, the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation
(KBC), republished Xinhua content as a KBC-produced report without any attribution to Xinhua.63 Its content
also reaches readers though a mobile news service made available via a 2011 agreement with Safaricom, a
mobile-network operator.64
China Radio International (CRI), the PRC’s official propaganda radio outlet, began its Kenya operations
in 2002 with an hour of English and Swahili-language programming per day, following a 2001 agreement
with the KBC.65 In 2006, the KBC officially provided CRI its own frequency (91.9 FM), which Chinese
government officials recognize as a useful means to reach and influence listeners in Kenya.66 Following
the frequency transfer, CRI increased station broadcasting to 19 hours of English, Swahili, and Chineselanguage programming per day, and reached approximately 2 million people.67 The transfer was not without
controversy, as Kenya’s National Assembly argued in a 2006 meeting that Kenya’s granting of airtime to
China was not matched with reciprocal access for Kenyan companies in China.68 The National Assembly
further raised concerns that the KBC gave Chinese programs primetime slots on its channels after the 7
p.m. news and argued that Kenya was surrendering its sovereignty.69
China Global Television Network (CGTN) originally launched in 2012 as China Central Television (CCTV),
with its first overseas broadcast and production center located in Nairobi.70 According to the outlet, CGTN
was strategically deployed in the African media market as an alternative to American media outlets, trading
on local consumers’ negative perceptions of American news coverage of the continent.71 CGTN has been
particularly successful in Kenya because of its explicit efforts to align itself and China as allies of Kenya,
noting that both countries have been misrepresented by Western media and subject to undue criticism.
In a 2017 interview, Pang Xinhua, then CGTN Africa’s bureau chief, outlined CGTN’s charm offensive, stating
that the station aimed to show the world that Africa is “more than a land of disease and conflict, insecurity
and explosions” and that there are positive elements to highlight. CGTN Africa also sought to show Africa
what it calls the “true” China.72 CGTN, more than other Chinese media entities in the country, appears to have
won the support of key Kenyan elites and media influencers by appealing to their desire to portray Africa in a
more positive and nuanced manner.73 CGTN’s success is further evidenced by its ability to persuade Kenyan
journalists to leave domestic outlets and join CGTN. Mark Masai, a journalist who left Kenyan entertainment
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channel NTV for CGTN Africa said, “Western channels
tend to show negative news on Africa, specifically chasing
stories on unrest, famine, and poverty.”74
That both CGTN and Xinhua began their African
operations in Nairobi further demonstrates the centrality
of Kenya to Beijing’s continental media-influence strategy.
Furthermore, the continued expansion of these companies
into Kenya’s media market and the associated statecontrolled narratives will result in more Kenyans consuming
propaganda that promotes only the positives of China’s
engagement with Kenya and squelches more critical
narratives — including those with evidentiary support. In
a pluralistic media environment, the impact of a robust
state-sponsored propaganda machine could be mitigated.
But as this report details in the following sections, China’s
state-curated narrative is increasingly the only option for
Kenyans outside of populous cities.

Co-opting Local Media

TV packages prioritize
access to China’s approved
propaganda, with Western
outlets behind sizeable
paywalls, resulting in a
large swath of Kenyans
consuming state-controlled
narratives that “tell the
China story well.”

Beyond devoting significant resources to pushing China’s
propaganda line through official media outlets, the CCP is increasingly looking to cultivate and co-opt
local media in Kenya. In 2014, the Chinese government began offering state-sponsored trips to Kenyan
journalists.75 The trips are part of a broader effort to reshape the global media environment and control
discourse over China’s increasingly active global presence.76 According to former attendees, these trips
are opportunities for the Chinese government to inculcate journalists with state-curated narratives and a
controlled, manufactured experience of China. Additionally, implicit in these trips is the expectation that
foreign journalists will propagate this government-approved perspective of China in their coverage upon
their return; foreign journalists who have participated in the trips described an unspoken quid pro quo.77 The
China Public Diplomacy Association sponsors the “China-Africa Press Center,” which is a critical interlocutor
for Kenyan journalists traveling to China.
The impact of the Chinese government’s charm offensive on journalists in Kenya is mixed. Anecdotally,
Bonface Otieno, a reporter for the Business Daily who participated in a 2017 program, later stated in an
interview, “If the Chinese brought me to Beijing to influence my journalism, they failed.”78 Conversely, Eric
Biegon, a reporter for the KBC who also participated in the 2017 program, echoed a common CCP talking
point in an interview upon his return, saying, “China must follow its own development path in line with its
national conditions.” This was followed by two articles that offered overwhelmingly positive reflections of
China and its government (“China’s Remarkable Reconstruction After Devastating Earthquake” and “China
Reiterates the Important Role of Media to Belt and Road Initiative”), in addition to numerous articles in
Swahili for CRI.79
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Developing Kenya’s Digital Television Infrastructure
China has also been able to influence Kenya’s media market through investing directly in the development of
digital television infrastructure. In 2015, Kenya undertook the transformation to digital television operations
— a process in which broadcasting services offered on analog technology were converted and replaced with
digital networks. This shift placed the burden of purchasing new digital equipment on consumers, often
resulting in cost-prohibitive barriers for those of lower socioeconomic status. This transformation coincided
with the 2015 Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) at which President Xi Jinping unveiled China’s
“10,000 Villages Project” — a development project to deliver digital television services and equipment to
rural villages throughout Sub-Saharan Africa.80 As of 2019, it was reported that in 47 Kenyan counties, more
than 16,000 rural households and 2,400 public institutions were provided equipment and access to digital
satellite TV networks.81 In an opaque procurement process, China and African governments selected the
Chinese-owned StarTimes to fulfill this mandate and serve as the sole contractor. The recipients of services
from the project now have access to StarTimes services, which offer free or inexpensive streaming packages
skewed toward pro-China content. The TV packages prioritize access to China’s approved propaganda, with
Western outlets behind sizeable paywalls, resulting in a large swath of Kenyans consuming state-controlled
narratives that “tell the China story well.”82 In 2019, StarTimes had acquired 1.5 million subscribers — making
it the third-largest broadcaster in Kenya just behind South Africa’s MultiChoice.

Academic Exchange
The Chinese government also seeks to influence knowledge production and shape the intellectual discourse
on its role in the country and broader region through the expansion of CIs in academic institutions. CIs
serve as government-funded liaisons within Kenyan academic institutions to advance CCP interests and
narratives through the seemingly innocuous dissemination of Chinese history and culture, in addition to
funding scholarship opportunities for Kenyan students.83 The expansion of CIs into multiple universities, as
well as the large number of unrivaled CI-funded scholarships provided to Kenyan students, indicate that CIs
in Kenya are an effective tool for shaping a favorable opinion of China among the next generation.
The CI at the University of Nairobi holds the dual distinctions of being the first CI established in Kenya
and the first CI established in Africa, further highlighting Kenya’s importance to China’s strategic objectives
on the continent.84 The CI’s official website boasts that it “has a very close connection with the Chinese
government, organizations, and companies” and that it “always acts as a link for schools, institutes, and
establishments between Kenya and China.”85
A 2010 document outlining the CI at the University of Nairobi’s curriculum, faculty-building efforts and
major cultural activities in 2009 notes that CI alumni are integral to the CI’s plan for faculty building and
for placing Chinese teachers in local Kenyan schools. According to the document, the CI has sent highperforming Kenyan students to China on scholarships since 2007, with the expectation that the students
will return to the CI as teachers after obtaining a master’s degree or Ph.D in Chinese. The exact number
of Kenyans who benefit from these scholarships is unknown, as the Chinese Ministry of Education does
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not disaggregate by country. A 2015 report, however, noted that the number of Africans studying in China
increased from 2,000 in 2003 to 50,000 in 2015.86
CIs are not the only approach used by China to shape knowledge production and influence the elite
intelligentsia in Kenya. The new, but rapidly expanding, China-Africa Think Tank Forum (CATTF) seeks to
shape African elites’ perceptions and understanding of China, consistent with the CCP’s stated approach to
using think tanks to achieve its strategic objectives.87 The CATTF weaves together the abstract concept of
development in Africa with the CCP’s ideological aims and tangible pro-China trade and investment policies.
The stated goal of the CATTF is to establish “a community of common knowledge and philosophy” that
operates without the ideological roots of Western ideology (and interference).88An example of this nexus
was the 2015 CATTF with a theme “Africa’s Agenda 2063,” which also promoted the advantages of the BRI
and Chinese enterprises as they related to achieving the aforementioned goals.89 The annual forums have
increased in popularity, drawing some of the largest names in Africa’s think-tank landscape, such as the
Nairobi-based Africa Policy Institute, which increasingly echoes CCP talking points on China’s key role in
bolstering “South-to-South” cooperation.

Influence with the Ruling Party
China’s ability to exercise influence and achieve its political goals in Kenya stems, in part, from its success
in cultivating a relationship between the CCP and the ruling Jubilee Party (and former Jubilee coalition).
Under the leadership of Xi Jinping, CCP-orchestrated party-to-party diplomacy initiatives have significantly
increased globally. This uptick is acutely present in Kenya, where party excursions have become more
frequent and have a particular emphasis on reforming the Jubilee Party and training it to serve as a “strong”
party like the CCP.90
Expanding party ties have accompanied China’s growing economic leverage in Kenya. The relationship
materially deepened following the signature of landmark investment deals in 2013 during President
Kenyatta’s state trip to Beijing.91 At a joint press conference with CCP officials in October 2016, Jubilee Party
leader and Senator Kiraitu Murungi, said, “China is Kenya’s leading trade and development partner. We are
happy that we are going to sign a new chapter of political co-operation.”92
Top officials in the Jubilee Party frequently praise the CCP’s achievements and model of governance, attend
party-building trainings by the CCP in China and host party-building trainings led by the CCP in all of Kenya’s
counties. The CCP’s intensive diplomacy with the Jubilee Party has contributed to the latter’s vocal support
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for China’s interests and political positions in
international forums (e.g., with regard to the
South China Sea and Taiwan).93

Learning to Rule, CCP-Style
Leading this influence effort is the ILD, which
is the CCP’s primary vehicle for cultivating
influence with political parties and, more
recently, the means to popularize the
CCP’s governance and party-management
practices.94 While there is no explicit desire
on the part of the Jubilee Party to recreate a
Leninist party-state in Kenya, elite officials
in Kenya’s ruling coalition openly embrace
the CCP and China’s authoritarian system of
government as a model from which the Jubilee
Party and Kenya can derive many lessons.95
In its party-to-party exchanges with the CCP,
the Jubilee Party leadership has adopted CCP
rhetoric on international development, praising
the Chinese government’s capacity to follow
its “own development path” independent of
the West’s conditional support.96

CCP — Jubilee History
The CCP’s relationship with Kenyan political elites
intensified after Kenya’s general elections in 2007
and expanded in 2013. In Kenya, the ILD has
capitalized on Western governments’ reticence to
engage with presumed Kenyan electoral victors
following allegations of fomenting violence and
election fraud. In doing so, the ILD lent political
support and legitimacy while establishing strategic
inroads with major political parties in the country.
Similarly, following the contested elections in 2013
and prolonged recognition of election results by
Western governments, the ILD saw an opportunity
to strengthen these party ties and support its
embattled leaders. The foreign ministry and the
Chinese ambassador to Kenya pledged to “expand
and enrich the scope and forms of party-to-party
exchanges, deepen political dialogue, consolidate
political mutual trust, and broaden exchanges in
governance and development.”

President Kenyatta himself has been a central figure in the deepening China-Kenya relationship and is
frequently the source of direct requests for CCP support. During a 2014 meeting between Party Secretary
Guo Jinlong and President Kenyatta, the latter said that the Jubilee Alliance and the CCP faced common
missions and pledged that the Jubilee Alliance would strengthen its exchanges and cooperation with the
CCP and learn from China’s experiences in governance.97 This commitment was realized in 2016, during
an exchange between the Jubilee Party and a CCP delegation at which President Kenyatta lauded the CCP
as a “great” ruling party that followed its own development path. He underscored that Kenya had learned
from China the necessity of establishing a united, stable and powerful ruling party to achieve development
and social stability, further pledging that Jubilee would continue exchanges with the CCP to learn from
its governance experience.98 Kenyan media outlet The Star claimed that sources had characterized this
exchange as a training on “how to run and manage a party for 100 years without collapsing.”99 Following
that meeting, the Jubilee Party officially announced it had entered into a formal working relationship with
the CCP.100
Following the establishment of a formal working relationship, CCP training sessions for Jubilee became
more frequent and focused on expanding the latter’s political reach and strength. For example, the Jubilee
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Party in January 2018 invited the deputy of the CCP’s Propaganda Department, Wang Xiaohui, to an
exchange in Kenya. During this exchange, Wang characterized it as an opportunity to express Xi’s thoughts
on “socialism in the new era” and CCP methods for party building and strengthening.101 President Kenyatta,
also an attendee, announced the outputs of the exchange were 20 annual scholarships to the Jubilee
Party for its members to learn “grassroots mobilization, democracy, and party management” skills.102 Later
that year, in a regional ILD exchange delegation to Zambia, Malawi and Kenya, the CCP promoted its local
recruitment strategy to improve Jubilee’s organizing at the grassroots level.103 The CCP shared tips on
improving the management of party members and cadres. Jubilee Party Secretary-General Raphael Tuju
noted at the training that when the ruling political party is strong, the country becomes stable.104 The
same ILD exchange delegation also held a workshop for County Assembly members and local Jubilee Party
leaders in Nakuru — initiating a CCP effort to train Jubilee Party leaders across all of Kenya’s 47 counties.105

United Front Work
Another means by which the CCP exerts its influence to achieve strategic objectives in Kenya is through
the United Front Work Department (UFWD), which — among other things — seeks to instrumentalize and
manipulate ethnic Chinese communities abroad to advance Beijing’s in-country goals.106 These efforts have
been given greater importance under Xi, who refers to united front work as a “magic weapon” for cultivating
influence around the world.107 Through its ties with those in strategic leadership positions in the Chinese
diaspora community, Beijing serves as an interlocutor between a target country’s government and the
ethnic Chinese citizens of that country. Increasingly, the CCP takes advantage of this leverage point to coopt democratic institutions, processes and actors to further its interests.108
With a comparatively low number of ethnic Chinese in Kenya — 40,000 to 60,000 — united front work is not
the primary vehicle for China’s influence in Kenya.109 The United Front-linked organizations are nevertheless
very active in fostering a hospitable environment in Kenya for Chinese businesses and SOEs. While limited
in reach and impact, these groups are central to China’s growing economic influence in Kenya. There are at
least 20 diaspora community groups in Kenya with either indirect or direct affiliation with the UFWD.
The Kenya Overseas Chinese Association (KOCA) and Kenya-China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful
Reunification (KCCPPR) is a dual-headed entity with direct links to the UFWD. It acts both to provide
community and assistance for overseas Chinese in Kenya and in service of CCP objectives (primarily under
the KCCPPR). In addition to serving as a true community organization for overseas Chinese, it operates
as a vehicle for external engagement with the Kenyan community. The KOCA, in particular, engages in
a number of community-outreach activities, including making charitable donations to Kenyan schools
and organizations in need.110 By contrast, the KCCPPR, as the Kenyan chapter of the China Council for
the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification — a governing entity of the United Front system — only
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interfaces internally with CCP entities and Chinese
state-run organizations.111 112113114
The Kenya Chinese Chamber of Commerce (KCCC),
established in 2017, was ushered into Kenyan society
by Han Jun (see box), who called on the KCCC “to
unite and empower members to form a cohesive force
among domestic and overseas Chinese” — an oftenuttered CCP talking point to call for service on China’s
behalf by citizens of other countries. While performing
many functions of a traditional chamber of commerce
that lobbies on behalf of Chinese companies, KCCC
links to the CCP via the UFWD make it significantly
more influential. The KCCC is able to leverage the
weight of the party-state in a manner that is dissimilar
to its counterparts from other countries. As such, it
has succeeded in achieving unique advantages for
Chinese businesses in Kenya. For example, the KCCC
used its political ties to conclude a notable deal with
the Nairobi Centre for International Arbitration (NCIA)
to establish a joint resolution-dispute process outside
of Kenyan courts, which was clearly a boon for Chinese
companies facing controversies over projects and
business practices in country.115 Three months after
this deal, the KCCC organized a forum on KenyaChina cooperation in partnership with the Kenya
Private Sector Alliance to lobby for the participation
of Chinese companies in the implementation of
President Kenyatta’s economic agenda. KCCC’s 2018
certification as a non-governmental organization,
presented by Kenyan Deputy President William Ruto,
further demonstrated its political connections.

Han Jun is a venerated member of the
overseas Chinese community in Kenya
with numerous links to United Front
individuals and entities.112 In Kenya,
Han serves as the key facilitator for the
establishment of United Front-linked
entities and execution of their activities,
while also ensuring alignment with UFWD
priorities in the country. He has been
recognized and awarded as an influential
figure in the overseas Chinese community
in Kenya, with invitations to exclusive highprofile CCP events.113 He regularly meets
with United Front organizations and briefs
them on united front work in Kenya. His
first reported leadership position in the
overseas Chinese community in Kenya
was leader of the dual entity — KOCA/
KCCPPR — and he is the organization’s
lifelong honorary chairman. Han serves
as a key facilitator to new Chinese
organizations starting in Kenya and is often
credited as the reason they were cleared
to operate in the country. He also ensures
CCP propaganda is spread throughout
the Chinese diaspora in Kenya through
his role as the editor in chief for the Voice
of Africa, a daily Chinese-language online
newspaper targeted at the overseas
Chinese community.114

Kenya’s Response
Despite the developments covered in this report, democratic actors in Kenya have increasingly raised the
alarm about the risks to the country’s democracy from unimpeded engagement with the CCP. Discontented
citizens and activists have taken to social and traditional media to express their grievances with Kenya’s
current political trajectory, potentially outlining one avenue for resilience to the negative consequences of
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China’s influence in Kenya. For instance, China’s slow and piecemeal debt-relief efforts on the continent
in response to impact of COVID-19 on Kenya’s economy raised concerns among Kenyan stakeholders
about the viability of relying on China as a primary source of funding for critical development needs.116
Prior to the onset of the global pandemic, an additional source of resilience was emerging — the exploited,
abused and neglected workers of the Kenyan economy. Testimonies from workers who were beaten or
fired from their employment with Chinese contractors have gained national news coverage, prompting
unions in Kenya to call for stricter regulations and more worker protections. Lastly, through groundbreaking
reports from independent investigative journalists, key terms and clauses from major contracts with
Chinese enterprises were leaked. Major Kenyan media outlets may continue to increase their interactions
with China’s propaganda entities, but the storied tradition and passion for independent reporting in Kenya
remain active and impactful.
Such exemplars of resilience against foreign authoritarian influence will grow in scale and impact if more
knowledgeable actors emerge. Core to future Kenyan resilience efforts is a civil society sector informed
about CCP tactics that erode democratic institutions and processes. This awareness must also become more
widespread among activists and organizations across Kenya, as China’s influence efforts are increasingly
aimed at local communities and actors outside of the capital. A large, diverse class of actors mobilizing
to highlight instances of authoritarian influence and its impact has the potential to culminate in political
momentum in Kenya, creating bottom-up pressure on the government to address threats to democracy
posed by the CCP’s growing leverage and co-optation of willing elected Kenyan officials.

Conclusion
Despite the emerging resilience of democratic actors in Kenya, the net impact of pervasive CCP influence
outlined in this report has been the gradual degradation of democratic institutions and norms in the country.
In particular, institutions’ ability to exercise their oversight functions has been hampered through corruption
and lack of transparency, exacerbating political and economic mismanagement. As a result of China’s near
monopoly over federal construction tenders and the related rise in debt, Kenya has grown more dependent
on Chinese government-linked entities for investment and financing. Kenyan decision-makers, lacking
attractive investment alternatives and influenced by political and personal incentives, sign up to lopsided
terms included in opaque deals that they are often contractually bound not to reveal.117
Meanwhile, Kenya’s historically pluralistic and independent media environment faces increasingly potent
challenges from state-subsidized Chinese media entities tasked with advancing messaging that protects and
advances these economic interests, bringing with them attractive financial incentives and larger audiences.
Content that propagates curated Chinese state narratives appears more frequently in both Chinese outlets
and Kenyan outlets through content-sharing deals. Increasingly, Kenya’s telecommunications upgrades
— especially outside of populous cities — are linked to funding from China and conditioned on the use
of a Chinese contractor for implementation, resulting in China’s direct control over the content streamed
through such services. As a result, many Kenyans only have access to materials and outlets acceptable to
Beijing.
China’s inroads in Kenya have been significantly expanded through political ties and charm offensives
initiated by the CCP’s ILD. As a result of expanding party-to-party exchanges, Kenya’s ruling Jubilee Party
increasingly echoes CCP talking points, initiates countrywide CCP trainings for party members and actively
praises the efficacy of the CCP party model and China’s system of governance.
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MONTENEGRO
A small country with a population smaller than Las Vegas, Montenegro has sought to carve out a unique
position in the Balkans and bolster its economic security through foreign investment, trade and tourism. As
part of this strategy, Montenegro has become increasingly integrated with Western institutions, beginning
with European Union (EU) accession negotiations in 2012 and joining NATO in 2017. However, Montenegro’s
laissez-faire approach to the influx of foreign capital and commerce, coupled with the lack of adequate
regulatory guardrails, has opened the door to malign foreign influence, especially from China.
Because of Montenegro’s lack of public infrastructure, its political leaders believe the Bar-Boljare highway
connecting the country’s Adriatic coast with its northern region will be a panacea to its economic woes
— a position they have used to justify massive over-investment in this singular infrastructure project.118
Persistent corruption, a shortage of civil society organizations and the lack of a credible opposition party
have allowed construction of this commercially dubious mega-highway to threaten the country’s financial
stability.

Economic Influence
As an emerging market economy, Montenegro relies on trade and FDI to increase its standard of living
and gross domestic product (GDP). Facilitated by its participation in China’s BRI, Montenegro’s trade
dependency on China has swelled in recent years, with imports from China rising from $177 million in 2014
to $303 million in 2018.119 China’s share of total imports to Montenegro rose from 7.5 percent in 2014 to 10.1
percent in 2018, making it the second-largest source of imports after Serbia.120
Although Chinese investment in the Balkans has gained prominence as part of the BRI, China is not a
dominant source of FDI in Montenegro; Montenegro’s largest source of foreign direct investment in 2018
was Italy, at 13.7 percent, followed by Russia and Serbia.121 China’s economic leverage in Montenegro derives
primarily from a singular high-profile (and highly controversial) investment: the Bar-Boljare highway.

The Bar-Boljare Highway Project
Perhaps unwittingly, the Montenegrin government opened the country to Chinese economic leverage
when it approved a Chinese loan to construct the Bar-Boljare highway, a 169-kilometer project that will
connect the Adriatic port of Bar with Boljare, a city on the Montenegrin-Serbian border.122 While a modern
motorway will certainly improve commerce by shortening travel times, the cost of the project could bankrupt
Montenegro. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimated that instead of contracting to a sustainable
level of debt at 59 percent of GDP, construction of the highway would lead Montenegro’s government debt
(including guarantees) to balloon above 82 percent of GDP in 2020.123
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Unsurprisingly, international analysts and institutions alike
have identified the Bar-Boljare highway as a major risk to
Montenegro’s national finances. Just the first phase (41
kilometers) of the four-stage project, now scheduled to be
completed June 2021, will cost $1.1 billion — approximately
21 percent of national GDP.124 To cover the costs, the
Montenegrin government secured a loan from the only
funder willing to support the project: the Exim Bank of
China.125 The dollar-denominated loan covers 85 percent of
the total cost ($944 million), with a 2-percent interest rate
and 20-year repayment period.126 Though the expected
September 2020 completion of the first phase of the
project has been delayed due to disruptions in construction
during the outbreak of COVID-19, the first annual payment
of $67.5 million is due in 2021.127

Montenegro’s laissezfaire approach to the
influx of foreign capital
and commerce, coupled
with the lack of adequate
regulatory guardrails, has
opened the door to malign
foreign influence, especially
from China.

President Milo Djukanovic’s handling of the deal was
marred by opacity — with documents casting doubt on
the highway’s commercial viability withheld from the
Montenegrin parliament prior to the December 2014 vote
to approve the loan from the Exim Bank of China.128 The
government of Montenegro signed the contract with the primary Chinese contractor — CRBC — without an
open tender process, affording it unique and unusual privileges. Not only did the Montenegrin government
allow CRBC — a firm debarred by the World Bank because of fraudulent practices — to construct the highway,
but it also exempted CRBC from a host of taxes and duties on imported equipment.129 The granting of such
privileges is estimated to have cost Montenegro approximately $109 million.130
Other concessions are even more stunning and ironic, given President Djukanovic’s admonition to the
European Union that Chinese and Russian influence are on the rise in the Balkans.131 The agreement between
Podgorica and Beijing stipulates that potential disputes are subject to arbitration in Beijing — an unusual
choice given that Montenegro would have little chance of winning such arbitration.132 The contract also
stated that the Exim Bank of China would hold Montenegrin territory as collateral, which it could potentially
seize if Montenegro is unable to service its debt in the given timeframe.133

The cost for Phase 1 of the project was initially set at 810 million euros (in 2014 figures). The IMF estimated a cost of 1 billion euros (2019), approximately $1.1 billion at 2019
exchange rates. Phase 1 of the project, at 41 kilometers in length, is the costliest due to difficult terrain. Ibid. The share of GDP is based on the IMF’s 2019 projected GDP figure of 4.8
billion euros.
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Montenegro had approached traditional multilateral agencies such as the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, but was turned down as potential funders did not see
it as commercially viable. See: Mardell, Jacob. “A Road that Divides as Much as It Connects.” Berlin Policy Journal, 27 June 2019, berlinpolicyjournal.com/a-road-that-divides-as-much-asit-connects/.
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Kajosevic, Samir. “Company Linked to DPS Profits from Montenegro Highway Contract.” BalkanInsight, 14 Oct. 2020, balkaninsight.com/2020/10/14/company-linked-to-dps-profitsfrom-montenegro-highway-contract.
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Investment Bank in 2012. Both studies noted the highway’s traffic would not be enough to justify its costs. See Hopkins, Valerie and James Kynge. “Montenegro Fears China-Backed
Highway Will Put it on Road to Ruin.” Financial Times, 10 Apr. 2019, ft.com/content/d3d56d20-5a8d-11e9-9dde-7aedca0a081a.
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“World Bank Applies 2009 Debarment to China Communications Construction Company Limited in Philippines Roads Project.” The World Bank, press release, 29 July 2011,
worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2011/07/29/world-bank-applies-2009-debarment-to-china-communications-construction-company-limited-for-fraud-in-philippines-roads-project.
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The cited figure is 100 million euros. Kapor, G. and Mirjačić, M. “Ko je i za šta dobio novac od gradnje prve dionice Smokovac — Mateševo.” Vijesti, 5 Nov. 2019, vijesti.me/vijesti/
ekonomija/ko-je-i-za-sta-dobio-novac-od-gradnje-prve-dionice-smokovac-matesevo.
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Lose Them to Russia and China — Montenegro President.” Reuters, 8 May 2019, reuters.com/article/eu-balkans-montenegro/eu-must-embrace-balkans-or-lose-them-to-russia-and-chinamontenegro-president-idUSL5N22K6EY.
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Grgić, M. “Chinese Infrastructural Investments in the Balkans: Political Implications of the Highway Project in Montenegro.” 2017.
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Photo taken on September 2nd, 2018, of the Bar-Boljare motorway in Montenegro. Built by the China Road
and Bridge Corporation (CRBC), it represents the Montenegrin portion of the Bar-Belgrade motorway which
stretches along the pan-European Corridor, a transport route linking Italy through Romania and into Serbia.

Although there are no official reports of corrupt practices involving Chinese officials or entities associated
with the Bar-Boljare highway project, media sources and civil society organizations (CSOs) have raised
concerns about the lack of transparency in planning and contracting, as well as the fact that figures with
close ties to President Djukanovic appear to have been awarded contracts related to the project.134 For
example, the large Montenegrin contractor Bemax, controlled by close associates of Djukanovic, has been
paid $105 million for work on the highway.135 Since the government designated most of the documents
associated with the highway’s design as secret, the public has been unable to subject these dealings to
proper scrutiny.136

Other Forms of Chinese Influence
Chinese officials and businesses have cultivated strong ties with Montenegrin media and cultural
organizations, leading to mostly positive coverage of China in the press. The Montenegrin media’s
reliance on advertising from Chinese companies and Montenegrin entities involved in building the Bar-

Koprivica, Dragan. Unpublished paper. Center for Democratic Transition.
Milan Rocen, Djukanovic’s chief advisor, has close ties with those managing Bemax. The amount paid of 96 million euros is converted to U.S. dollars. Kapor and Mirjačić. “Ko je i za šta
dobio novac od gradnje prve dionice Smokovac — Mateševo.” Cited in Koprivica. Unpublished paper.
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“Zašto se i dalje kriju ključne informacije o izgradnji autoputa?” MANS, 26 Oct. 2018, mans.co.me/zasto-se-i-dalje-kriju-kljucne-informacije-o-izgradnji-autoputa/; “Netrasparentnost
projekta Bar-Boljare zabrinjavanjuća, što prije formirati Odbor za praćenje.” MANS, 27 July 2015, mans.co.me/netrasparentnost-projekta-bar-boljare-zabrinjavanjuca-sto-prije-formiratiodbor-za-pracenje.
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Boljare highway has contributed to positive coverage of China and Chinese activities.137 For example, 67.1
percent of articles analyzed from December 2018 through early 2020 had a pro-China orientation, while
25.8 percent had negative views of China.138 In coverage of China, the media emphasized the country’s
economic and political success while neglecting the shortcomings of the CCP on human rights and welfare.
Local journalists also attribute this trend to the overflow of Serbian media into Montenegro’s information
space because of the shared language.139
Montenegro has opened other doors for China to exert influence. Seventeen cooperation agreements
signed with China since Montenegro’s independence in 2006 have sustained robust social and professional
exchanges between Podgorica and Beijing.140 Consequently, representatives from all sectors of Montenegrin
society — including scientists, artists and journalists — have visited China in recent years.141 China established
a Confucius Institute at the University of Montenegro, Podgorica, in 2015, and the institute holds more
than 2,000 classes every semester in classrooms across the country.142 Additionally, Montenegro’s Ministry
of Education has played an important role in supporting Chinese government-backed cultural influence
initiatives. For example, it facilitated cooperation with China’s Ministry of Education, which sends volunteer
teachers from China to teach Chinese-language and culture courses in Montenegro.143 Montenegro’s Ministry
of Education also awards scholarships for study in China, while the Chinese government has awarded more
than 100 scholarships to Montenegrin students since 2015.144

Montenegro’s Response
The Montenegrin government recognizes the importance of foreign investment in generating economic
growth, and therefore has not imposed many barriers to FDI. While this liberal policy has meant that
Montenegro’s foreign investment per capita is among the highest in Europe, that statistic is less an indicator
of a carefully designed economic growth strategy than a sign of weak state capacity in many domains.145
The lack of adequate guardrails and foreign-investment oversight has fueled suspicions of corruption
and collusion centering around the Bar-Boljare highway project. Montenegro’s weak media institutions
rely on free content (often from Serbia) and a judiciary prone to political influence. A culture of systemic
corruption also made it easy for President Djukanovic’s government to shield key documents challenging
the commercial viability of the Bar-Boljare highway project from public view.146
Despite these deficiencies, CSOs in Montenegro have exposed corruption, weaknesses in government
oversight of foreign investment, and environmental degradation stemming from the Bar-Boljare highway
project. In particular, the Network for Affirmation of the NGO Sector (MANS) has been active in pushing for

This is because newspapers and other media organizations in Montenegro tend to operate with low budgets, and therefore depend on advertising to survive. Additionally, given the
shared language between Montenegro and Serbia, most foreign policy coverage in Montenegro comes through news agencies in Serbia — where coverage of China and Russia tends
to be overwhelmingly positive. Koprivica based this analysis on interviews conducted with 10 journalists from various media outlets in Montenegro between March 2 and March 10, 2020.
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than 250 articles about foreign affairs from the most influential, mainstream print and electronic media in Montenegro. Positive coverage of China composed 9.6 percent of total articles
analyzed, while negative and neutral coverage composed 3.7 and 1 percent, respectively. This analysis was conducted by the Center for Democratic Transition.
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give a bribe. See: “SELDI: Monitoring Corruption on Southeast Europe.” Southeastern European Leadership for Development and Integrity, slide 5, unodc.org/documents/NGO/SEE_
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greater transparency on the terms of agreement for the construction of the highway since most documents
required for public accountability have been classified and contained to a small group within the Montenegrin
government. The organization has also been drawing awareness to the reckless behavior of Chinese SOEs
and the project’s environmental impact on the Tara River.147
Despite the efforts of organizations such as MANS, Montenegrin CSOs face an uphill battle in exposing and
countering Chinese influence in the information, culture and media domains. Journalists and CSOs often
rely on the research of academics as a first line of understanding, but very few Montenegrin academics
understand or even research the CCP.148
However, China’s influence over Montenegrin politics is beginning to be challenged. The government is
intent on avoiding a debt spiral that would give China undue influence over the country’s prospects and is
soberly aware of the importance of the EU as its primary economic and political partner. The government has
looked to the EU for new sources of funding for the highway and an economic bailout as pressure mounts
to meet the China Exim Bank’s debt-repayment schedule.149 Montenegro continues to make progress on
adopting the EU Acquis — 35 chapters of law that will bring Montenegro’s domestic law in line with EU
standards, close holes in its public-procurement processes and reduce avenues for economic influence by
strengthening anti-corruption measures. The new ruling coalition has also promised to reenergize accession
negotiations and investigate controversies surrounding the Bar-Boljare highway.

Conclusion
As a small country with weak institutions, Montenegro serves as an ideal entry point for foreign authoritarian
governments to develop influence in NATO and, potentially, EU policy processes. Lack of oversight capacity
and weak transparency standards have allowed China to develop significant leverage over Montenegro’s
financial future and opened the doors to an influx of pro-China media content that redirects attention from
China’s malign behavior and safeguards its long-term interests in the country. The new administration has
an opportunity to correct course and reenergize accession negotiations with the EU that will strengthen
transparency standards and reduce reliance on Chinese finance, but ultimately it will be up to in-country
CSOs to keep local officials’ feet to the fire and malign foreign authoritarian influence at bay.

“Response: Government to Immediately Publish All Details Regarding the Request for Extension of the Deadline for Completion of the Highway.” Mreža za affirmaciju nevladinog
sektora (MANS), press release, 6 May 2020, mans.co.me/en/response-government-to-immediately-publish-all-details-regarding-the-request-for-extension-of-the-deadline-forcompletion-of-the-highway/. For video of destruction, see: “Kompletan snimak devastacije rijeke Tare — gradilište autputa Bar — Boljare.” MANS, 24 Oct. 2018, youtube.com/
watch?v=MfAwRSCjaQI&feature=youtu.be. Six non-governmental organizations filed a criminal complaint with Montenegro’s supreme state prosecutor regarding devastation of the Tara
River. See: “Šest nevladinih organizacija podnijelo krivičnu prijavu zbog devastacije rijeke Tare.” MANS, 24 Oct. 2018, mans.co.me/mans-u-saradnji-sa-ekoloskim-organizacijama-podniokrivicnu-prijavu-zbog-devastacije-rijeke-tare/.
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neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/montenegro_report_2020.pdf. The minister of finance has suggested that Montenegro was looking to secure 300–500 million euro by
issuing a Eurobond financed by the European Central Bank. See: Savic, Misha. “Montenegro Looks to More on From China Debt with Eurobond.” Bloomberg, 6 June 2019, bloomberg.
com/news/articles/2019-06-06/montenegro-returns-from-brink-of-debt-abyss-to-refinance-bond?sref=0jJnKHvd.
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PANAMA
Long wary of drawing the ire of the United States for playing in its “backyard,” Beijing has swapped caution
in Latin America for aggressive engagement with the region under the leadership of Xi Jinping. A diplomatic
blitz in 2017 prompted three governments in the region, including Panama’s, to shift official recognition
from the Republic of China (ROC) to the PRC in quick succession. Through well-connected Panamanian
government advisers with close ties to the Chinese government and direct payoffs to then-President Juan
Carlos Varela, China had laid the groundwork for relations between China and Panama to rapidly advance
after the establishment of formal ties.
In 2017, Panama became the first country in Latin America to endorse the BRI, which led to a surge in
Chinese financing of infrastructure and four rounds of negotiations on a free-trade zone. However, Panama’s
gung-ho China policy was reduced to a slow crawl after the change of administration in 2019 and perceived
pushback from the United States.
China views the development of influence in Panama as paramount to its growing interests in Latin
America. China sees Panama as a gateway to new export markets and energy resources, an opportunity to
offload excess capacity with new infrastructure products, and a partner to consolidate support in the Global
South for China’s policy agenda on the international stage.150 Since 2017, China has become an increasingly
important economic partner to Panama as an export market and financer of large infrastructure projects.
The CCP’s influence operations in Panama have been three-pronged: deepening economic dependencies
and creating political inroads by granting market access to elite and connected individuals; developing
footholds in Panama’s information space through direct content delivery, such as Xinhua’s newswire services
and content-exchange agreements; and strengthening its control over perceptions of China among the
Chinese diaspora and instrumentalizing it toward political ends.

Economic Influence
The normalization of relations with the PRC in 2017 yielded immediate results in accelerating economic
engagement between China and Panama. Private companies closely affiliated with the Chinese government
set the foundation early on for economic engagement between China and Panama, smoothing the way
for China’s SOEs to hit the ground running after Panama’s shift in diplomatic recognition. Hutchinson
Whampoa, a Hong Kong-based shipping conglomerate with strong connections to the government on the
Chinese mainland, formally entered Panama in 1997 when it invested in container docks on both ends of
the Panama Canal.151 Its early investment in Panama can be seen as both good business and a hedge by the
PRC to ensure safe transit through the canal.
Since the shift in recognition in 2017, China has made significant inroads into Panama’s economy through
trade and investment. As noted, Panama was the first country in Latin America to endorse China’s BRI
in 2017. Between 2017 and 2019, Chinese FDI in Panama more than doubled, growing to a sum total of
$3.02 billion, while trade volume between the two countries grew by more than 25 percent over the same
period.152 The trade balance has remained heavily asymmetric after China opened its market to more
Panamanian products after 2017. Normalization of relations has not heralded the level of new greenfield

Mendez, Alvaro and Chris Alden. “China in Panama: From Peripheral Diplomacy to Grand Strategy.” Geopolitics, 2019, 1–23, doi.org/10.1080/14650045.2019.1657413.
Sutter, Robert G. in Foreign Relations of the PRC: the Legacies and Constraints of China’s International Politics since 1949, Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2019. Acting to defend
the interests of Beijing before formal turnover of Hong Kong in 1997, Hutchison Whampoa outbid Bechtel for the concessions to operate the ports of Cristóbal and Balboa, the Panama
Canal’s Atlantic and Pacific terminals, see: “Panama (3rd Quarter) Country Reports.” Economist Intelligence Unit, Costa Rica, Aug. 1996.
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investment from China that Panama anticipated; China has focused on securing construction tenders for
critical infrastructure and financing those projects with loans from Chinese policy banks.

Trade
Formal diplomatic ties have led to increased institutionalization of the China-Panama trade relationship.
Though imports from China to Panama are still roughly 17 times larger than exports, the value of Panamanian
exports to China expanded by 445 percent in 2019 on top of two consecutive years of double-digit growth.153
Over the last three years, China became the second-largest user of the Panama Canal after the United
States, with at least 1,000 Chinese ships passing through the canal every year.154 It was also the top exporter
to the Colon Free Trade Zone (CFTZ) with about 35 percent of all goods originating from China.155
Negotiations over a China-Panama Free-Trade Area advanced rapidly with four rounds of discussions in 2018,
only slowing in 2019 after perceived pushback by the United States and a new administration in Panama
City.156 The free-trade agreement now remains in limbo with no timeline for continued negotiations.157

Infrastructure Investment
Large and costly infrastructure projects are at the core of China’s “strategic development” of Panama, where
Chinese companies primarily aim to acquire high-dollar value construction contracts. Many of these projects
involve maritime ports as part of the BRI and are undertaken by Chinese companies with close ties to the
government.158 Chinese state-backed entities have won tenders for major projects such as a nearly $1-billion
expansion of Panama’s Margarita Port, a $165-million cruise-port project on the Amador Causeway, and a
$1.42-billion mega contract to build a fourth bridge over the Panama Canal.159 The Inter-American Dialogue
estimates that Chinese companies are involved in at least 15 major infrastructure projects.160 Huawei will
begin offering fifth-generation (5G) services in Panama in 2021, though the company already began working
toward this goal as early as 2018. 161
Chinese companies have aggressively competed and leveraged their connections for new lucrative
contracts, presenting feasibility studies directly to the office of the presidency. Several projects awarded to
Chinese contractors have been mired in controversy and have drawn the scrutiny of the National Assembly.
The former Varela administration kept some negotiations with his Chinese counterparts contained to the
office of the presidency, fueling speculation over the circumstances in which infrastructure contracts have
been awarded.162
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Since 2017, China has opened branches of three banks in Panama: the Bank of China, the International
Bank of China, and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China. According to sources interviewed in the
banking sector, three other Chinese banks have already signed agreements with Panama’s Banking Agency
to begin operations in the future. The Chinese banks in Panama are heavily involved in financing commercial
operations in the CFTZ and have generally played a central role in financing infrastructure projects.
There is a dearth of open-source information on the bulk of China’s infrastructure projects. The government’s
public transparency site Panama Compra (Panama Buys) offers basic information on bids that are awarded
— although the awards process is not transparent, according to contractors who have worked with the
government.163 A new platform called Panama en Obra (Panama Under Construction), which is hosted by
Panama’s General Directorate for Public Contracts, may become an additional resource for private contracts’
transparency.164

Opacity and Elite Capture
Consistent opacity and irregularities surround infrastructure bids involving Chinese companies. The depth
of China’s connections to Panama’s political elites, detailed below, suggests that negotiations through the
office of the presidency and corruption permitted Chinese entities to bypass competitive practices to win
infrastructure tenders. Furthermore, leaked communications between Varela and senior officials reveal that
personal business dealings with the PRC were a key factor in facilitating Panama’s shift in recognition.
There have been multiple instances of infrastructure tenders awarded to Chinese companies under
suspicious circumstances. In 2018, a $1.42-billion proposal by the CCCC — a company blacklisted by
the World Bank — and China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC) — a company accused of bribery in
Bangladesh — won a contested tender to design and build the fourth bridge over the canal. The highest
score had actually gone to a Spanish company that inexplicably withdrew from the competition, and all
other competitors were disqualified.165 The Chinese companies were also awarded the contract despite
having initially being disqualified for submitting a design that did not meet the technical requirements
according to the Ministry of Public Works. 166 The design was later resubmitted and closely resembled the
design of the former competitor.167
In the electricity sector, China Electric Power Equipment and Technology (CEPET) was disqualified from the
tender process to construct a fourth power-transmission line across the country because its design again
failed to meet the tender requirements. However, the company then inexplicably re-qualified following an
appeal of the decision, without any public record of redoing its bid.168 The decision raises questions given that
one of the agreements signed between the Varela government and China involves PRC financing through
the Bank of China for Panama’s public electricity-utility company, ETESA.169 The unusual circumstances of
CEPET’s eligibility and direct PRC financing of ETESA have cast doubt on the country’s ability to conduct fair
and impartial tenders.
Despite negative reporting on the fourth bridge project and the multiple controversies and delays that beset
large Chinese construction contracts, public ire directed at the former Varela government far outweighed
the discontent toward Chinese counterparts or construction firms.170
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Evolution of Panama-PRC Relations Since Recognition.”
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“Connect Four: Focus on Fourth Transmission Line.” The Business Year Panama, Dec. 2019, thebusinessyear.com/panama-2019/connect-four/focus.
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According to a review of comments left in response to articles on the fourth bridge project on La Estrella de Panama’s webpage, see: “Cuarto Puente Sobre el Canal Queda en
Suspenso por Este Año.” La Estrella de Panamá, 15 Aug. 2019, laestrella.com.pa/economia/190815/canal-queda-cuarto-puente-suspenso.
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These sentiments were recently reinforced by the release of a WhatsApp conversation between former
President Varela and former Director of the Panamanian Maritime Authority Jorge Barakat on the portal
Varelaleaks.com. In the messages, Varela was strongly cautioned not to mention the “donation of the
billion yuan (143 million dollars)” from the Chinese government “because it can give the impression that
the money was for the break in relations with Taiwan.”171
The messages also strongly suggest that the PRC government facilitated a $38-million deal for President
Varela’s personal liquor company and gave it special permissions to sell products in the Chinese market.172
This is widely viewed as the explanation for why Varela did not give advance notice to the U.S. embassy of
the switch in diplomatic recognition, which came as a shock to the US administration, as well as a clear sign
of the PRC’s willingness to “pay to play” in Panama.

United Front Work
Panama has been a focal point of the CCP’s socalled “united front work” in the region, with those
efforts primarily targeting for influence the country’s
population of more than 200,000 ethnic Chinese,
the largest in Central America. Most ethnic Chinese
in Panama can trace their roots back to the Huadu
District of Guangzhou, a major city in southeast China.
The CCP targets and seeks to instrumentalize the
diaspora community to serve Beijing’s interests. These
efforts have been given greater importance under the
leadership of Xi Jinping, who refers to united front work
as a “magic weapon” for cultivating influence around
the world.173
More than 50 diaspora community groups with either
direct or indirect affiliation with the UFWD exist
in Panama. Leaders of United Front-linked groups
in Panama maintain high-level contacts with both
the United Front bureaucracy in Beijing and local
politicians. Through its ties with those in strategic
leadership roles in the Chinese diaspora community,
Beijing has inserted itself as the intermediary between
the Panamanian government and the ethnic Chinese
citizens of Panama.174
The CCP has used this role to co-opt democratic
institutions, processes and representation to serve

Huadu Hometown Association (HHA)
is likely the most powerful hometown
association, a United Front organization
unit that caters to the hometowns of the
diaspora community, due to the sheer
number of Panamanian citizens with roots
in Guangdong’s Huadu District. HHA’s
leadership has developed close ties with
high-level Panamanian officials, including
the former mayor of Panama City, José
Blandon. Leadership maintains ties with
regular delegations in Guangdong’s
Overseas Chinese Affairs Office.
Panama-China Council for the Promotion
of Peaceful Reunification (PCCPPR) is the
Panama chapter of the China Council for
the Promotion of Peaceful Reunification,
a group that lobbies globally for support
of the PRC’s “reunification” with Taiwan
under the UFWD. It is at the nexus of
United Front activity in Panama. Mai Qijia,
profiled here, retains a board-member
seat on all of the most active United Front
groups in Panama, allowing oversight and
coordination throughout.

Chacón, José. “‘Varelaleaks’: Juan Carlos Varela Recibió $143 Millones de China Cuando Panamá Rompía Relaciones con Taiwán.” Panamá América, 26 Nov. 2019, m.panamaamerica.
com.pa/politica/varelaleaks-juan-carlos-varela-recibio-143-millones-de-china-cuandopanama-rompia; “VarelaLeaks: Expresidente Varela Recibió $143 Millones de China por Nuevos
Vínculos.” En Segundos Panamá (blog), 27 Nov. 2019, ensegundos.com.pa/2019/11/27/expresidente-varela-recibio143-millones-de-china-por-nuevos-vinculos/.
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Bruyas, Dimitri. “Ex-Panama President Received US$143 Million from China over New Ties: Varelaleakes.” China Post, 27 Nov. 2019, chinapost.nownews.com/20191127-874886. The
anonymous publishers of Varelaleaks.com claimed they came into possession of the telephone when Varela left it in a vehicle. Varela, while not denying the authenticity of the information
and communications, says his phone was illegally hacked.
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Brady, Anne Marie. “Magic Weapons: China’s Political Influence Activities under Xi Jinping.” Wilson Center, 18 Sept. 2017, wilsoncenter.org/article/magic-weapons-chinas-politicalinfluence-activities-under-xi-jinping. The budget for united front work is larger than that for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and few diaspora community groups, apart from those
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For more information on the United Front’s activities undermining civil society and political representation, see: Joske, Alex. “The Party Speaks for You.” ASPI, 9 June 2020, aspi.org.
au/report/party-speaks-you.
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Children wave flags of China and Panama as they wait for the arrival of China’s President Xi Jinping, at the
airport in Panama City, on December 2, 2018.

Beijing’s interests. Influential individuals with direct connections to Beijing have been appointed to key
advisory positions in the Panamanian government. The former Varela administration established the
National Council of Ethnic Chinese in 2015 and appointed community leaders to advisory roles to improve
the government’s responsiveness to the diaspora community. Four of six individuals appointed had ties
to the UFWD.175 In an open acknowledgement of the political utility of united front work in Panama, these
individuals were awarded the highest honor by the UFWD for their role in facilitating Panama’s shift in
diplomatic recognition.176

Groups
United Front-linked groups have amassed significant influence with high-level Panamanian government and
law-enforcement officials at all levels. In most cases, these organizations have genuinely and effectively
advanced the interests of the Chinese community. They maintain regular contact with the Chinese
embassy in Panama and Chinese government officials in the state ministry through the Overseas Chinese
Affairs Office (OCAO), the office primarily responsible for maintaining communications with United Frontlinked groups in Chinese diaspora communities around the world. The groups’ activities have attracted the
participation of elite Panamanian government officials and members of the National Assembly.
In their organization of public events and demonstrations, United Front-linked groups in Panama have
demonstrated an explicit pro-Beijing political inclination and actively propagate the official CCP line on

See profile below.
“Panamanian Presidential Adviser Chen Guoji: Promoting Chinese Status and Participating in Politics is the Best Choice [2017 全球华侨华人新闻人物|巴拿马总统顾问陈国基：提
升华人地位参政是最好选择].” Sina [新浪], 14 Jan. 2018, news.sina.com.cn/o/2018-01-14/doc-ifyqptqv9353365.shtml.
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political affairs. For example, at the height of tension
during pro-democracy protests and police violence
in Hong Kong in 2019, the PCCPPR was active in
raising support for Beijing in the diaspora community
by organizing rallies in support of Beijing’s position
on Hong Kong. At these rallies, PCCPPR leadership
encouraged participants to chant the party’s slogans,
while stoking animosity toward the United States
for its alleged “interference” as the root cause of the
protests.177

Panama Chinese Chamber of Commerce
(PCCC) has operated in Panama since
1999, established with direct support of the
Panama-China Trade Development Office
(China’s highest representative office in the
country at the time). The group operates
similarly to U.S. Chambers of Commerce,
in that it organizes events in the business
community. However, it is distinct in its
degree of connection to the UFWD and its
willingness to take the direction from, and
lobby on behalf of, the CCP. Now led by
Luo Bingnian, the organization operates
as a true business lobby, facilitating
connections between Chinese businesses
and government officials. Conferences
organized by the PCCC attract high-level
officials from the UFWD.

Apart from organizing support for Beijing in Panama
among the diaspora community, United Front-linked
groups act as formal business lobbies. The PCCC is a
Chinese business lobby operating in Panama and plays
a valuable role in the mission of various United Front
entities. The organization appears to have cultivated
broad relationships with high-ranking officials in law
enforcement and the Panamanian government.178
The OCAO openly acknowledges the political value
of the PCCC to its work. At a conference organized by
the OCAO in May 2019 in Beijing, the PCCC received
an award for “safeguarding the rights of overseas
Chinese, integrating into mainstream society, promoting Chinese culture, and promoting Chinese foreign
relations.”179 Further underscoring the organization’s United Front ties, in October 2019, PCCC hosted a
business event sponsored by the China Overseas Friendship Association, an organization lead by You Quan,
the head of the UFWD. Several OCAO officials traveled to Panama for the forum, which was also attended
by the heads of UFWD-linked groups in Panama, including PCCPPR head Mai Qijia, CSACCPPR head Tang
Jinshui, Panama Overseas Chinese Service Center (POCSC) head Luo Deshuang and former PCCPPR head
Wen Guowei.180
Working with the POCSC, the PCCC undertakes youth outreach by ensuring that young Chinese
Panamanians “know their roots,” which underscores the modus operandi of united front work that sees

Common slogans seen in most pro-Beijing rallies framed Hong Kong democracy activists as separatists or asserted Beijing’s rights to exert unilateral control over Hong
Kong despite the “one country, two systems” framework in place since the official turnover in 1997: “Anti-Hong Kong independence [反港独], Anti-separatism [反分裂]
、Anti-violence [反暴力]!” or “Hong Kong is China’s Hong Kong! [香港是中国的香港!]”; “The Chinese Community in Panama and Hong Kong Compatriots Sign Together! [
巴拿马侨胞与香港同胞同唱一首歌| La Comunidad de China en Panamá Apoyo a Gobierno de Hongkong].” El Diario Chino LatinoAmericano, 19 Aug. 2019, diariochino.
net/2019/08/19/%e5%b7%b4%e6%8b%bf%e9%a9%ac%e4% be%a8%e8%83%9e%e4%b8%8e%e9%a6%99%e6%b8%af%e5%90%8c%e8%83%9e%e5%90%8c%e5%94%b1%e4%b8%
80%e9%a6%96%e6%ad.%8c-la-comunidad-de-china-en-panama-apoyo-a-gobierno-de-hongkong/.
178
For example, in the space of just a few weeks, in September 2019 the PCCC engaged top officials in the director and assistant director of Panama’s National Police, Jorge Miranda
and Alexis Munoz, Vice Minister of Culture Gabriel Gonzales, future Minister of Government Sheyla Grajales and then-Mayor of San Miguelito Héctor Valdés Carrasquilla. See: El Diario
Chino Latino Americano. 8 Mar. 2019, epaper.br-cn.com/#/issue/1851/1; “Chinese-Panamanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry Dinner with Director of National Police [Cámara
Chino-Panameño de Comercio e Industria Cenar con Director de Policía Nacional].” El Diario Chino Latinoamericano, 21 Sept. 2019, diariochino.net/2019/09/21/% e5%8d%8e%e4%
ba%ba%e5%b7% a5%e5%95%86%e6%80%bb%e4%bc%9a%e4%b8%8e %e8%ad%a6%e5%b1%80%e9%ab%98%e5%b1%82%e8%bf%9b%e8%a1%8c%e5%ba%a7%e8%b0%8
8%e5%ae%b4%e4%bc%9a-camara-chino-panameno-de-comercio-e-industri/; “Celebrating the 70th Anniversary of the Founding of the People’s Republic of China [Celebran el 70
Aniversario de la Fundación de la República Popular de China].” El Diario Chino Latinoamericano, 19 Sept. 2019, diariochino.net/ 2019/09/19/%e5%b7%b4%e6%8b%bf%e9%a9%a
c%e5%8d%8e%e4%ba %ba%e5%b7%a5%e 5%95%86%e6%80%bb%e4%bc%9a%e8%81%94%e5%90%88%e5%85%a8%e4%be%a8%e7%83%ad%e7% 83%88%e5%ba%86%e
7%a5%9d %e4%b8%ad%e5%8d%8e%e4%ba%ba%e6%b0%91%e5%85%b1/.
179
“The ‘Light of the Chinese Community’ Panama Chinese Chamber of Commerce and Industry has a Great Reputation [华社之光”巴拿马华人工商总会实至名随 ] | Camara China
Panameña de Comercio e Industria].” El Diario Chino Latinoamericano, 16 June 2019, diariochino.net/2019/06/16/%e5%8d%8e%e7%a4%be%e4%b9%8b%e5%85%89%e5%b7%b4%
e6%8b%bf%e9%a9%ac%e5%8d%8e%e4%ba%ba%e5%b7%a5%e5%95%86%e6%80%bb%e4%bc %9a%e5%ae %9e%e8%87%b3%e5%90%8d%e9%9a%8f-camara-china-panamena-decomercio/.
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“Delegation from the Overseas Chinese Affairs Bureau of the State Council Visited Panama and Held a Symposium on Overseas Chinese Affairs Work [国务院侨务办公室事务局代表
团访巴并举办侨务工作座谈会 | Delegación de Oficina de Asuntos Chinos en el Extranjero del Consejo de Estado Visitar a Panamá].” El Diario Chino Latinoamericano, 25 Oct. 2019,
diariochino.net/2019/10/25/%e5%9b%bd%e 5%8a%a1%e9%99%a2%e4%be%a8%e5%8a%a1%e5%8a%9e%e5%85%ac%e5%ae%a4%e4%ba%8b%e5%8a%a1%e5%b1%80%e4%bb%a3
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all ethnic Chinese as ultimately answerable to
China and the CCP, regardless of citizenship
or individual choice of nationality. The POCSC
almost exclusively focuses on building support
among overseas youth, which now composes
more than 90 percent of its membership. The
PCCC organizes annual trips of young Chinese
Panamanians to visit China to connect ethnic
Chinese youth in Panama with senior officials
in the United Front bureaucracy. In December
2018, former PCCC head Zhang Dequan led
the trip and paid a visit to the Guangdong
OCAO, where trip leaders met with Lin Lin,
Guangdong OCAO deputy party secretary and
Guangdong UFWD inspector.181
While united front work emphasizes loyalty to
the party and sympathy for Beijing’s interests,
United Front groups also genuinely encourage
participation in local government to strengthen
the voice of the diaspora community and feed
those interests into democratic processes.
PCCC head Lou Bingnian has been a vocal
supporter of young second- and thirdgeneration Chinese in Panama participating in
politics, encouraging them to “let [their] voices
be heard in mainstream society.”182 The degree
of connections with Beijing and cultivation of
pro-Beijing sympathies among the diaspora
suggest that this encouragement of political
participation is meant to insert Beijing’s
interests into Panama’s political process on
matters significant to the CCP.183184

The National Council of Ethnic Chinese (Consejo
Nacional de la Etnia Chin/巴拿马中华民族委员会)
Established in 2015 by former President Varela
to communicate the concerns of the overseas
Chinese community, the National Council of
Ethnic Chinese is an official entity of Panama’s
government and is led by Panama’s minister of
social development.183 The president appointed six
members of the Panamanian Chinese community
to the council, four of whom had direct ties
to United Front groups, providing access for
the United Front to elite policymakers in the
Panamanian government.
The concentration of United Front-linked
individuals in key positions as interlocutors
between the government and the Chinese
diaspora indicates the success of Beijing’s strategy
to co-opt the political power of ethnic Chinese
abroad and direct it to conform to Beijing’s political
priorities. The council included Juan Tam (also
known as Tan Jian), former PCCPPR head Wen
Guowei, Chen Fachang, Chen Guoji, current China
Association of Panama (CAP) head Feng Yadi
and former CAP head Li Huanxin. Juan Tam was
also appointed as the council’s secretary. As the
council is an official government entity, it provides
its CCP-supported members frequent access to
high-ranking Panamanian government officials.184

Individuals
UFWD-linked individuals maintain regular correspondence with their counterparts in embassies and
participate in training trips to mainland China at the invitation of the UFWD. Some of these United
Front-linked individuals occupy key positions in the Panamanian government on the National Council of
Ethnic Chinese (profiled in the box). The ability of these individuals to exert influence is most concretely
demonstrated by the honors awarded to them by the United Front bureaucracy, specifically for their role in
facilitating Panama’s shift in diplomatic recognition from the ROC to the PRC.
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“Panama Chinese Chamber of Commerce and Industry Winter Camp Leader and His Party Visited the Provincial Overseas Chinese Office [巴拿马华人工商总会冬令营领队一行到访

省侨办].” El Diario Chino Latinoamericano, 28 Dec. 2018, epaper.br-cn.com/#/issue/1691/5.
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“Showing the Image of China Overseas Chinese Groups Polish the Sign of ‘Great Nation Overseas Chinese’ [展现中国形象海外侨团擦亮“大国侨民”招牌].” Zhongguo Qiaowang [

中国侨网], 3 June 2019, chinaqw.com/hqhr/2019/06-03/223994.shtml .
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王卫华代表接见巴拿马中华民族委员会华人委员].” Embassy of the Republic of China in Panama, 14 July 2015, pa.chineseembassy.org/chn/dbcxx/dbcxw/t1281020.htm.
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Mai Qijia, head of the PCCPPR, began united front work in Panama 2003. Mai has been elected as a standing
council member in major overseas Chinese groups in Panama, giving him extensive oversight of united
front work conducted in Panama.185 As the head of PCCPPR, Mai is credited with expanding the organization
and attracting large numbers of young people to join. Underscoring his importance to the CCP’s overseas
united front work and direct cooperation with the Chinese government, in 2012 Mai served as a non-voting
delegate to the 11th National People’s Congress, China’s rubber-stamp legislature, and the CPPCC National
Committee, a political advisory board and a central part of the CCP’s United Front system.186 Demonstrating
his importance as an intermediary for the Panamanian government to reach the Chinese diaspora, Mai has
received recognition from the Panamanian government for his work in the Chinese diaspora community.187
Chen Guoji is one of the most prominent United Front-linked individuals with high-level access to officials in
the Chinese and Panamanian governments, suggesting a strong role in influencing the Varela government’s
approach to the PRC.188 Though his association with overseas Chinese groups operating in Panama is
unclear, Chen is a presumed Panamanian citizen with clear United Front links. In 2017, in an event hosted
by Xinhua, Chen received the “Person of the Year” award for facilitating the establishment of diplomatic
relations between China and Panama and met with then-OCAO Director Qiu Yuanping at the award
ceremony.189 Chen met with Qiu again when he traveled to China with then-President Varela during the
latter’s first state visit to China.190
Chen has been a member of the Panameñista Party since 2005, and he became close with Varela prior to
the latter’s election in 2014.191 When Varela became president, he made Chen a presidential adviser. And in
2015, when the National Council of Ethnic Chinese was established, Varela appointed Chen as one of the
council’s first members. Chen previously worked at the former Panama-China Trade Development Office
(the PRC’s highest official presence in Panama before the shift in recognition), where he worked to establish
relations between the two countries.192

Influence with the Ruling Party
The shift in diplomatic recognition has paved the way for the CCP to establish formal party-to-party ties and
strengthen its relationships and influence among high-level officials in Panama’s ruling party. The CCP and
the Panameñista Party were particularly close during the Varela administration with multiple overtures by
high officials in the ILD — which is the CCP’s primary vehicle for cultivating influence in political parties and,
more recently, the means to popularize the CCP’s governance and party-management practices — to senior
members of the Panameñista Party.

Mai Qijia is additionally the executive vice president of the Huadu Hometown Association; a standing council member of the Guangdong Hometown Association, the Panama
Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the Sichuan Overseas Friendship Association and the Hebei branch of the China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification; an adviser
to the China-Panama Cultural Exchange Association [中巴文化交流协会], the Panama Huaxing Performance Group, the Chinese Association of Panamá Oeste and the Huadu District
Overseas Friendship Association [花都区海外联谊会]; and, finally, an honorary head of the Chinese Association of Panama.
186
“Carrying on the Past and Opening Up the Future — Remembering Mai Qijia, President of the Association for the Promotion of Peaceful Reunification of Chinese Overseas in Panama [
承前启后继往开来——记巴拿马华侨华人中国和平统一促进会会长麦杞佳].” China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification [中国统促会] (Attributed to Tong Yi Lun
Tan Magazine [《统一论坛》杂志]), 12 Sept. 2018, zhongguotongcuhui.org.cn/zt/tch/rwft/201810/t20181022_12103914.html.
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都管华人叫“老乡”!]” Observer [观察者], 2 Dec. 2018, guancha.cn/internation/2018_12_02_481853_s.shtml.
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The ILD was granted access to high-level members of
the Panameñista Party, for example arranging meetings
between the All-China Woman’s Federation with President
Varela, and the president and general secretaries of the
Panameñista Party.193 In July 2018, the ILD organized
meetings between Politburo member Li Qiang, a close ally
of Xi and secretary of the Shanghai Municipal Committee,
with both the president of the Panameñista Party, Jose Luis
Varela, and mayor of Panama City and future presidential
candidate Jose Blandon.194

United Front-linked
groups in Panama have
demonstrated an explicit
pro-Beijing political
inclination and actively
propagate the official CCP
line on political affairs.

With the change in Panama’s leadership, the ILD has
shifted the focus of its outreach in Panama to the new
ruling party, the Democratic Revolutionary Party of Panama
(PRD). While the pageantry of high-level summits between
Panama and China has subsided after an initial honeymoon
period during the Varela administration, exchanges at the
party level appear to have continued at a regular pace. Party diplomacy between the CCP and PRD has
taken a turn toward more so-called “study groups” with senior party cadres, in which the ILD claims to
impart its wisdom to participants on the management of ruling parties.195

Influence in Panama’s Information Space
China’s growing presence in Panama’s information space has accompanied the intensification of its economic
engagement. CCP actions have helped to amplify positive coverage of China and divert attention away
from rumors of corruption and foul play. There has been little pushback on China’s state-controlled media
by Spanish-language readers in Panama, who generally view the portals positively and as reputable sources
of information, engaging with Xinhua Español and CGTN en Español across a wide range of content.196
Xinhua, in particular, has made deep inroads into Panama’s information space, delivering content directly
to Panama’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Pro-Beijing narratives dominate Chinese-language news portals in
Panama, manipulating perspectives and rallying support among the diaspora community in defense of all
Beijing’s interests. Meanwhile, CIs have become embedded in the fabric of Panama’s academic institutions,
giving the Chinese government potential leverage over the production of critical research on China in
Panama.197

Amplification and Broadcast of State-Controlled/State-Friendly Media
State-run media sources Xinhua and CGTN both have a physical footprint in Panama, while multiple online
Chinese-language news outlets and radio programs, such as Pueblo en Línea and CRI Español, are available
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across a wide range of content. Translations of comments on posts indicate that the target audience of Spanish speakers generally views the three platforms as trustworthy news sources.
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as well.198 Xinhua Español and CGTN en Español boast massive followings on social media, attracting genuine
engagement across a wide range of content.199 Xinhua en Español is directly supervised and supported by
the Chinese embassy in Panama and has embedded itself in local coverage on China through contentsharing agreements with Panama’s largest daily newspapers.
Xinhua has successfully become embedded in domestic outlets’ coverage on China with regular
appearances of Xinhua newswire articles in major daily newspapers. Xinhua offers free subscriptions to its
newswire service, relieving financial pressure on domestic news outlets and undercutting paid services like
the Associated Press (United States) and Reuters (United Kingdom). Stories from Xinhua’s newswire service
regularly appear in El Siglo and La Estrella de Panamá; in some outlets, Xinhua constitutes the majority of
foreign news that is made available to readers.200 Working through friendly news services such as Prensa
Latina (Cuba) and Telesur (Venezuela) and their network of thousands of interconnected websites and
news portals, China’s state-controlled Spanish-language media are able to project information and reports
favorable to its image into the region.
According to sources interviewed, Xinhua works with the aid and direction of the Chinese embassy to curate
content and expand its reach across Latin America from its base there. All Xinhua news reports generated
in Panama or with Panamanian Xinhua customers are supervised directly by the Chinese embassy.201 The
Chinese ambassador plays a direct role in extending the reach of Xinhua, using his connections with senior
Panamanian government officials to help broker content-sharing agreements and grant newswire services
to Panamanian government agencies, including the foreign ministry.202
A review of Xinhua en Español and CGTN en Español’s social media pages indicate that there is genuine
engagement across a wide range of issues and these platforms are regarded as trustworthy sources.203
Reactions to posts by these outlets on social media have also been mostly positive. Even more nationalistic
and China-focused news sources such as Pueblo en Linea, the Spanish-language version of China Daily,
have been received positively by Spanish-language speakers.
During the initial outbreak of COVID-19, China’s Spanish-language media outlets frequently published
material portraying China as a responsible global power and savior. Demonstrating its impact in Panama
more specifically, narratives prominent in China’s Spanish-language media outlets have been picked up by
several local and influential voices. Among many others, Juan Carlos Navarro, a former mayor of Panama
City, was quick to praise China’s capacity to respond to the coronavirus outbreak, with no mention of its
botched initial reaction and crackdown on whistleblowers.204

Diaspora News Outlets
The main target of the Chinese government’s attempts to shape perspectives and control information in
Panama has been the diaspora community that relies on Chinese-language news coverage as its main
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source of information. Panama’s Chinese-language news is saturated by organizations with direct or
indirect United Front links. Popular outlets such as Diario China, China 507 and China TV are Panama’s main
domestic sources of Chinese-language news and also provide local coverage with translations of articles
form Panama’s major daily papers. In their coverage of China, they have followed a strictly pro-Beijing
narrative, reflecting the increasingly narrow range of opinions in diaspora Chinese-language news as more
outlets fall under the influence of the CCP. These media outlets, especially during the time of the COVID-19
outbreak, explicitly promote Beijing’s policy lines among the diaspora community.
Diario Chino is Panama’s primary local Chinese newspaper. Its current Chairman Zhou Jian has said that he
runs the paper with the explicit aim of “promoting Chinese culture and telling China’s story well,” (emphasis
added) reiterating slogans from Xi Jinping to encourage China’s media outlets to increase positive news
coverage of China and drown out critical voices.205 To this end, Diario Chino makes liberal use of Xinhua,
China News Service and Global Times material; it came to the aggressive defense of Beijing in its handling
of the coronavirus. The paper explicitly also advocates for mainland China’s “reunification” with Taiwan —
having published more than 70 articles on the issue.206 Recent coverage of these groups in Diario Chino
highlights their rush to donate personal protective equipment to Panama’s National Police, hospitals and
the greater overseas Chinese community.207
Aside from serving as a local mouthpiece for the Chinese government in the diaspora community, Diario
Chino facilitates united front work by providing extensive coverage of the United Front-linked organizations
and serves as a bulletin board for the activities of these groups. In a sign of its centrality to facilitating united
front work in Panama, former Director of the OCAO Qiu Yuanping visited the paper’s headquarters during
a state visit in 2018.208
In recent years, Diario Chino has increased its regional broadcast power and coordination with other United
Front-linked news media outlets, particularly when it formed a partnership with Nanmei Qiaobao, a larger
and more influential sister paper based in Brazil.209 As a result of this partnership, Diario Chino is now
published and distributed in both Panama and neighboring Costa Rica. Since February 2018, the partnership
has also allowed for the distribution of a weekly Central America edition of Nanmei Qiaobao in Panama.210
Independent diaspora news platforms such as China 507, which nominally covers food and entertainment
news, have increasingly facilitated the broadcast of the PRC’s preferred narratives. Analysis of the creator
of the website, Estaban Cheung, reveals that there is at least a professional relationship between the
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organization, other prominent United Front-linked groups and the Chinese ambassador to Panama.211 The
outlet has waded into local politics: China 507 demonstrated a bias in volume and an implicit endorsement
for Jose Blandon, the former mayor of Panama City, who maintained contact with the diaspora community
through United Front intermediaries.212

Co-opting Local Media
China’s media-training initiatives around the world are less attempts to train new journalistic skillsets and
build the capacity of the fourth estate than they are state-sponsored trips in which the Chinese state targets
persuadable individuals with curated experiences of China and its geopolitical goals like the BRI.213 In Latin
America, as elsewhere, the goal of these activities is to cultivate influential reporters who report positively
on China and its impact in regional countries, particularly through BRI investments. Interviews with
participants on such trips indicate that they yield mixed results. However, the Chinese government views
these as effective measures to win over influential voices, as demonstrated by the ramped-up frequency of
these trips under Xi’s tenure.214
As it did in both the Dominican Republic and El Salvador immediately after diplomatic ties were established,
the PRC hosted a group of 10 influential Panamanian journalists on a trip to China.215 These trips included
business-class tickets, stays in luxury hotels, free high-speed train passes for five days to visit the country
and other perks not usually available to journalists. This led to an ongoing stream of positive stories about
China in Panamanian media just as formal relations began.
“What they wanted, and what they got, was for all of us to write about how great China is, how clean, how
everything works, how the trains are fantastic,” one participant said. “I think they really wanted to say, ‘Don’t
be afraid of the Chinese, we will bring you great new things.’ And we all wrote stories about how great the
Chinese are.”216
An indirect goal of China’s outreach to foreign journalists and media enterprises is to normalize and popularize
its own conceptions of the role of media, including through platforms like the China-Latin America and
Caribbean Press Center (CLACPC, also called the China-Latin America Media Exchange Center).217 The
program kicked off in May 2017 with a cohort of 11 reporters from nine Latin American countries. The sixmonth program includes discussions of China’s approach to the role of media to serve the government and
exchanges between China’s official media outlets and local journalists.218

Academic Exchange
The Chinese government has grown its thought leadership influence in Panama through the institutional
expansion of the country’s CIs. While Panama is host to only one proper CI at the University of Panama as
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of March 2019, the CI had expanded its reach by establishing extension sites in all public universities in the
country.219 As of December 2018, it boasted more than 400 students enrolled and six additional Confucius
Classrooms, and was unable to accommodate the total number of applicants at its current capacity.220
The process by which a CI was established in Panama demonstrates the reach and influence of groups
associated with the United Front system to liaise between the Chinese government and members of civil
society to advance Beijing’s interests. The CI at the University of Panama was established in January 2016
in partnership with the Beijing International Studies University.221 The Panamanian director of the CI is Wu
Junhui, a presumed Panamanian citizen and an overseas member of the Shenzhen Overseas Exchange
Association (SOEA) and the Guangdong Overseas Exchange Association (GOAE), two United Front bodies.222
Wu reportedly had lobbied for the establishment of a CI in Panama since 2006, leveraging his status as
an overseas member of the SOEA and GOEA to facilitate coordination between the Panama-China Trade
Development Office and the University of Panama. He credited the then-permanent resident of the PRC’s
Trade Office as an ally in the effort.
Chinese government scholarships awarded for study in China appear to be directed at the Panamanian
elite. Panama’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced the availability of Chinese government scholarships
for students to earn bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees and doctorates in China. However, prerequisites
of English and Mandarin elicited anger on social media, where comments expressed doubt that the
scholarships were intended for ordinary Panamanians.223

Panama’s Response
The change in administration in Panama has heralded a new approach to China, in part because of a more
cautious approach by the Laurentino Cortizo government and perceived pushback by the United States.
The indefinite pause in trade talks with China, new transparency measures in public tenders and stricter
scrutiny of economic activity of Chinese state-backed entities indicates that China’s economic influence is
bounded by Panama’s democratic institutions.
Several new steps taken by the country’s National Assembly are reducing the space for political and business
elite co-optation by Chinese enterprises or by the Chinese government itself. In July 2019, Panama’s National
Assembly began debating a public-contracts legal reform that would make companies that had been tried
or sentenced for any crime related to their contract ineligible from obtaining future contracts.224 The reform
is undergoing further debate within the National Assembly and is not yet approved.
In August 2019, Panama’s National Assembly Public Infrastructure and Canal Affairs Commission created
a subcommittee to investigate the tender through which the Chinese consortium was awarded the fourth
canal-bridge contract and the Chinese companies themselves. Members of the committee raised the issue
of these Chinese contractors’ international reputation and questioned the awarding of the contract itself,
insinuating that the contract had been awarded too quickly in a government that worked slowly, a jab at the
Varela administration.225 Though the subcommittee ultimately found no irregularities with the tender and
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cleared the way for work to resume, the project has continued to be beset by obstacles.226 Still, stronger
procurement processes and more financing options are needed to curb China’s ability to corner Panama’s
infrastructure tenders and saddle the country with financial deals that ultimately serve to benefit Chinese
SOEs and select elite politicians.
This research yielded no indication of pushback against China’s attempts to expand its influence in
Panama’s information space, nor any public recognition of the attempted instrumentalization of the
diaspora community. Lack of pushback in these realms demonstrates a severe need for diversified sources
of information on China and local capacity to provide critical coverage.
Chinese-language media that is independent from United Front influence (either through pressure on
advertisers or the relatives of reporters located in mainland China) will inoculate the Chinese community
from Beijing’s monopolization of the Chinese-language information space and produce more pushback
against its state-curated narratives. Independent outlets can give greater coverage to truly independent
non-state guided groups in the diaspora community and provide more channels for communication with
the Panamanian government. Greater research on united front work in Panama will reduce opportunities for
the CCP to position itself as the intermediary and leader of the Chinese diaspora in the country.

Conclusion
China has built significant influence in Panama’s economy, information space and political structures with
an adept ability to influence procurement processes to its advantage, distort the media landscape to give
preference to its sanctioned narratives, and capture politicians who will advance its interests. It has also
ensured the Panamanian government’s outreach to the Chinese diaspora community takes place through
CCP-controlled conduits.
China’s rapidly expanding role as an economic partner of Panama and continued asymmetry in the trade
relationship promises Panama gains from amicable relations and rewards of market access. Infrastructure
tenders have been awarded to Chinese SOEs under unusual circumstances, suggesting the exploitation
of non-transparent processes to tip decision-making in their favor. Corruption at the highest levels of the
Panamanian government, through undisclosed grants and lucrative market access, facilitated Panama’s
shift in recognition from the Republic of China to the People’s Republic of China.
China’s state media reaches a large audience in Panama with broad appeal and little pushback. An
assessment of its activity on social media indicates that readers in Panama view Xinhua and CGTN — and
even nationalistic news sources such as Pueblo en Linea — positively and as trustworthy news sources.
Similarly, Chinese-language outlets heavily reliant on China for content and with leadership connected to
the United Front bureaucracy dominate the Chinese-language information space, collapsing a diversity of
views and critical thought into one heavily influenced by Beijing.
United Front-linked community groups with CCP-connected leadership have positioned themselves as
the interlocutors between the Panamanian government and Panamanian citizens of Chinese descent,
manipulating their representation in democratic processes and inserting Beijing’s priorities into Panama’s
politics. United Front-linked individuals maintain regular contact with officials in Beijing and the Chinese
embassy and have amassed significant influence with elite government officials and law enforcement in
Panama.
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Though the change of administration appears to have put Panama-China relations on a different path,
key vulnerabilities to undue influence in Panama’s foreign policy decision-making vis-à-vis China persist.
Continued scrutiny of investment and tendering processes, additional resources to develop indigenous
capacity to report on China in Spanish and Chinese, and further investigations into the activity of pro-Beijing
United Front actors are needed to inoculate Panama’s democratic institutions from undue influence and
interference from Beijing.
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GEORGIA
Georgia occupies a strategic sliver of land dividing Russia from Turkey and forms part of the “Silk Road
Economic Belt” in China’s BRI. Great-power competition has long factored into Georgia’s strategic calculus
and foreign relations, driving the government to build closer relations with the United States and Europe to
offset Russia’s coercive leverage and support to independence movements in South Ossetia and Abkhazia.
The prospect of economic opportunities and political support has motivated Tbilisi to embrace Beijing as
an additional counterweight to Moscow.
Georgia has realized some gains from economic engagement with Beijing, but Chinese investment has
not lived up to expectations. Economic transactions laden with opacity and corruption, and Chinese statelinked entities growing ties with Georgia’s elites, have become key features of the relationship, exposing the
country’s democracy to mounting risks.227 Georgia is also grappling with attempts by the CCP to increase its
influence over perceptions of China in the Georgian media. Even so, Georgia’s vibrant independent media
and civil society show promise in mitigating the negative consequences of Chinese influence.

Economic Influence
In its quest to counterbalance Russia’s strategic threat, Georgia has opened its doors to Chinese economic
influence by marketing itself as an important junction in the China-Europe trade corridor, playing up its
historic position at the crossroads of the Silk Road.228 Georgia was the first Eurasian country to sign a freetrade agreement (FTA) with China in 2017, is a founding member of the Asia Infrastructure and Investment
Bank (AIIB), and has organized the Tbilisi Silk Road Forum since 2015.229
Georgia’s attempt to position itself as China’s strategic economic partner in Eurasia has yielded mixed results.
Trade and investment with China have helped stimulate growth through the exchange of goods and ideas.
In recent years, Georgia’s trade dependency on China has ticked upward, rising from 7.9 percent in 2014 to
9.2 percent in 2018 as a share of total trade.230 In 2017, China was Georgia’s third-largest source of imports
and fifth-largest destination for exports.231 However, China has maintained a significant trade imbalance
with Georgia that could harm Georgia’s economic development in the long term. Georgia’s exports to China
are primarily focused on low-value-added goods while China exports capital-intensive, higher-value-added
manufacturing products. This threatens to undermine Georgia’s attempts to move up the value chain.232
BRI-related investments by Chinese state-owned or government-linked companies in Georgia have spurred
infrastructure developments while fueling corruption and rent-seeking behavior among Georgian politicians.
Many large projects undertaken by Chinese companies are left unfinished or are beset by financial and
logistical problems. Georgian authorities nevertheless continue to try to facilitate for more investment from
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China by offering incentives such as tax breaks.233 Several business transactions illustrate the opacity that
prominently features in Sino-Georgian deals.
The China Energy Fund Committee (CEFC), a Chinese conglomerate whose leaders have been arrested
for corruption, has been actively involved in Georgian economic and business affairs and has developed
relationships with key individuals in Georgia’s government. The current minister of defense and former
prime minister of Georgia was appointed as an adviser on CEFC’s supervisory board in February 2018.234
Ye Jianming, then head of CEFC, was arrested on corruption charges in March of that year. The Partnership
Fund, a state-owned Georgian investment platform, played a central role in facilitating CEFC’s entry into
Georgia.235 The Partnership Fund’s leadership and the personal relationships it maintained with Chinese
enterprises while acting as representatives of the Georgian government have not been entirely disclosed,
violating basic principles of conflict of interest. David Saganelidze, head of the Partnership Fund, brokered a
cooperation agreement between the fund and Huahe International, an ostensibly private Chinese enterprise
headed by a former government official, while also serving as an adviser to Huahe.236
Several ventures involving the CEFC launched with great fanfare only to fade into oblivion. One instance
involved the Partnership Fund’s effort to join with CEFC to create a National Fund for the Revival of Georgia,
also known as the Georgian-Chinese National Reconstruction Fund. Under terms of the agreement signed
in 2017, the Partnership Fund would hold a $24-million stake in the $50-million venture, with CEFC holding
the remaining shares.237 However, the CEFC share of the National Reconstruction Fund was never delivered
and the fate of the $26 million in public funds authorized by the government remains unknown.238 The
same day that the partnership agreement was signed at the 2017 Belt and Road Forum in Beijing, CEFC
signed another agreement that committed US$1 billion in funds toward a new commercial Chinese bank in
Georgia.239 It is also yet to materialize.
While the Georgian government’s business dealings with Hualing Group, a private Chinese enterprise
specializing in commodity wholesale trade, have not resulted in documented instances of corruption,
available information points to questionable aspects of the relationship. Hualing Group is China’s largest
investor in Georgia with more than $500 million in accumulated assets since 2007. The Hualing Tbilisi Sea
New City, its largest investment, remains unfinished after more than seven years under construction, much
like several of its other investment projects in the country. The Ministry of Internally Displaced Persons from
the Occupied Territories, Accommodation and Refugees of Georgia signed an agreement with Hualing
Group in 2014 to build five buildings — a total of 298 apartments — to house persons displaced from Abkhazia
and South Ossetia. The bulk of the apartments were unoccupied as of July 2020.240
In one notable example of preferential treatment given to Chinese enterprises, the Georgian government
declined to apply transparent procurement procedures to construction contracts awarded to SinoHydro, a
Chinese SOE with a long record of corruption and environmental degradation, which had been blacklisted
by the African Development Bank.241 There is no record on the government’s transparency portal of efforts
during the procurement process to assess SinoHydro’s qualifications, subject the projects to competitive
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Signing ceremony at the Georgia – China Business Forum in Shanghai, July 2016, including CEFC Executive
Director Zang Jianjun.

bidding or publish the contract to complete several road-construction and repair projects.242 This stands
in stark contrast to procurement processes for almost every other announced tender for similar projects,
where relevant materials have been made public. Such standards of transparency apparently do not apply
to SinoHydro.243

Other Forms of Chinese Influence
Although China is primarily perceived as an economic partner, the growth of Sino-Georgian ties has been
comprehensive across other domains. Over the past decade, Chinese organizations and institutions
have deepened their engagement in Georgia’s media, culture and educational spheres to paint a positive
picture of China in Georgia and the broader Caucasus region. Positive portrayals of China and the Chinese
government are common across a variety of Georgia’s media platforms. Media outlets such as Imedi TV, the
country’s largest pro-ruling-party national media outlet, mostly portray China as a reliable partner and BRI
investment as wholly positive, while neglecting the risks of engagement.244
However, the Chinese government has also used opaque methods to influence Georgian public opinion
by leveraging intermediaries — which are not easily traced back to China — to establish media platforms in
Georgia. For example, Georgian multimedia site 4U.ge is part of the GBTimes network, a Chinese multimedia
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company headquartered and registered in Finland. GBTimes’ CEO Zhao Yinong has mischaracterized
his company’s ownership by describing its former major owner, CRI, as a “client.”245 In fact, CRI is China’s
state-owned international broadcaster and held 60 percent of GBTimes’ shares through a subsidiary until
it withdrew its holdings amid a tax-fraud investigation covering the company’s business activity from 2013–
2018.246
Despite its tarnished reputation, GBTimes has attempted to reach a wide audience in Georgia through
partnerships and sponsoring journalist trips to China.247 Its 4U.ge site is a platform for a multimedia group
that combines JAKO FM, LIFE FM and Shokoladi, and offers news coverage in four languages including
Chinese. The pro-China platform significantly raises the profile and reach of CCP propaganda. JAKO FM
is directly owned by GBTimes and offers extensive Georgian-language coverage of China’s international
accomplishments, along with notable adulation of Xi Jinping.
China’s media have also played a role in more traditional outreach to influence Georgian officials. For
example, the Chinese news agency Home and Abroad News Press awarded former Georgian Ambassador
to China David Aptsiauri its “Man of the Year in News” designation. Ambassador Aptsiauri, who currently
works as a researcher at the Levan Mikeladze Diplomatic Training and Research Institute within Georgia’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, frequently travels to China and has delivered a number of lectures at China’s
Shandong University of Finance and Economics.248
Chinese authorities have also worked with Georgian institutions to deepen bilateral engagement in the
academic and cultural domains. Each year, Beijing sponsors scholarships for 20 Georgian students to study
at universities in China.249 Georgian universities also cooperate individually with Chinese government
entities. For example, Georgian Technical University (GTU) has opened a Chinese-language research center,
and its dean has worked closely with Chinese officials to deepen the relationship.250 Tbilisi and Beijing have
also instituted a “Science-Talent-Future” action plan between their respective national science foundations
to promote cooperation in scientific research.251

Georgia’s Response
Consideration of the risks of engagement with China has been left to Georgia’s civil society. Independent
think tanks are working to assess and expose the nature of China’s engagement in the country and
overcome the opacity surrounding agreements brokered between the government with Chinese entities.
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Their work toward this end to expose corruption
reduces opportunities for actors like Chinese SOEs to
gain a foothold among Georgia’s political and economic
elite.252 However, objective discussion of China in
Georgian media is still underdeveloped, and the media
ecosystem is subject to the Chinese government’s
efforts to shape and control both perceptions about
China and the narrative around Sino-Georgian relations.
Not only are the risks of engagement with China not
mentioned by media outlets aligned with the ruling
party, such as Imedi TV, but media outlets associated
with the opposition are too preoccupied with the
threats to national security emanating from Russia to
focus on the implications of China’s growing power and
influence.

The burden has been placed
on Georgia’s vibrant civil
society to foster discussion
and demand government
accountability to ensure that
the interests of the Georgian
people are not subordinated
to those of the CCP.

The lack of strategic considerations is even more
alarming given that Georgia’s growing engagement
with China — and acceptance of risks involved — has
occurred despite opportunities to align itself more closely with the EU. Georgia has already signed an
Association Agreement (AA) and the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area Agreement (DCFTA) with
the EU to enhance mutual market accessibility.253 Georgia’s decision to prioritize relations with China has
been shaped by the perception that China is uniquely positioned to help upgrade the country’s economy
before Tbilisi has taken full advantage of the support offered by the EU. For example, only 6 percent of
Georgian companies made use of the DCFTA.254 Georgian leaders had high hopes that engaging China
would spur the economic growth that its embrace of Europe initially promised. In fact, Georgia’s lack of
governance standards, which inhibited it from capitalizing on economic gains from engagement with the
EU, have enabled the negative consequences stemming from economic ties with China. As it becomes
increasingly clear that the promises of economic benefits from stronger relations with China are not being
realized, democratic actors in Georgia have an opportunity to bolster the country’s resilience to the negative
aspects of the Sino-Georgian partnership.

Conclusion
Georgian leaders’ welcoming of deeper economic, political and social ties with China to dampen Russian
influence has traded one form of risk for another. The economic benefits of mounting trade and needed
investment from China are offset by indications of resultant rent-seeking behavior among government
officials, corruption and reduced confidence in public-procurement processes. Georgia has deepened
engagement with China without conducting thorough threat assessments and despite ample support
from the United States and the EU. The burden has been placed on Georgia’s vibrant civil society to foster
discussion and demand government accountability to ensure that the interests of the Georgian people are
not subordinated to those of the CCP and a select few.
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GREECE
China’s growing influence in Greece is uniquely tied to the 2008 global financial crisis, which intensified
Athens’ precarious fiscal situation and plunged the country into the longest recession of any advanced
market economy.255 Successive rounds of financial bailouts orchestrated by the International Monetary Fund,
European Central Bank and European Commission stretched well into 2018, and came with privatization
requirements for parts of the state-owned Greek economy. In exchange for economic assistance, Greece’s
EU peers imposed austerity measures that worsened its recession-induced humanitarian crisis of chronic
unemployment and shrinking incomes, which threw its very membership in the EU into doubt.256
In contrast, China offered infrastructure investments that Greek leaders saw as a salve for their economic
woes, injecting $9.75 billion in greenfield investment and $790 million in loans into the Greek economy over
an 11-year period (2008–2019).257 Greece has subsequently aligned its foreign policies to support those
of China, demonstrating Beijing’s success in translating economic partnership into political influence. The
CCP’s inroads into Greece’s media and cultural spaces have capitalized on Greece’s perceived abandonment
by the EU, leading to positive impressions of China among many Greeks and divergence with Brussels on
foreign policy with regard to China.258 Yet, in this Greek tragedy, there is mounting awareness that China
may not be the panacea to its economic challenges that Athens imagined, especially as the downsides of
engagement become more apparent.

Economic Influence
China has significantly expanded trade and investment relations with Greece since 2008, which it has
leveraged to influence economic and political decision-making in Athens. While significant Chinese
investments in Greece’s transport-infrastructure, energy and telecommunications sectors have benefitted
the Greek economy, evidence suggests that in certain cases Beijing has benefitted at the expense of
Athens. Greece is not heavily dependent on trade with China, with exports and imports accounting for just
5.7 percent of total trade in 2019.259 However, Greece’s imports from China have consistently exceeded its
exports to China.260 Imports of goods from China between 2013 and 2018 grew by 60.9 percent; by 2018,
China was Greece’s fourth-largest source of imports.261
Beijing’s influence over government discourse and decision-making in Athens is disproportionate to its
level of investment and economic importance in absolute terms. Promises of future investment by Beijing
have proven to be a potent tool of political influence by playing into Athens’ economic insecurities.262 For
example, although Beijing was not even in the top 10 sources of FDI to Greece by the end of 2015, Athens
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risked the ire of fellow EU member states to maintain an amicable relationship with Beijing, by obstructing
the EU’s response to China’s assertive action in defense of its excessive territorial claims in the South China
Sea in 2016.263
While some Chinese investments predate Greece’s sovereign debt crisis, the scope and scale of Chinese
engagement have steadily increased over the past decade, as illustrated by the following three examples.

China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO) Shipping and Piraeus Port
Investments by COSCO, one of China’s “big three” SOEs, in the Port of Piraeus constitute China’s largest
project in Greece and exemplify Beijing’s deployment of financial incentives to exert influence, as well as its
capacity to exploit areas of mutual interest with Greece’s political and business leaders.264 Greek business
interests played an instrumental role in orchestrating then-Prime Minister Costas Karamanlis’ overture to
Beijing in 2006, laying the foundation for COSCO’s initial 490-million-euro, 30-year concession to manage two
terminals in the Port of Piraeus, signed in 2008.265 COSCO’s enmeshment in Piraeus supports both China’s
global maritime ambitions and Greece’s interest in expanding bilateral maritime-transport cooperation.266
As Greece’s sovereign debt crisis threatened to hollow out the nation’s economy, government authorities
sought to raise revenue while improving infrastructure through a wave of privatizations. COSCO seized
this opportunity, investing to modernize the Port of Piraeus and transform it into one of Europe’s leading
ports.267 In 2016, COSCO took a 51-percent stake in the Piraeus Port Authority (PPA) for 280.5 million euros,
with plans to increase its stake to 67 percent by August 2021.268
Greece’s initial courting of Chinese investment in 2006 and COSCO’s subsequent Piraeus Port investments
led to increased dividends for the Greek economy.269 Payments from the PPA to the Greek state broke records
in 2019, dwarfing the payments when it was under Greek state control. (Athens received a dividend of just
185,344 euros in 2011, rising to 3.2 million euros in 2019).270 COSCO’s investments in the Port of Piraeus
have transformed what was once a bit-player facility into the biggest container port in the Mediterranean.271
These financial benefits have been offset by allegations of contract violations by COSCO, as well as unsavory
and illegal business practices. Leaders of Greek shipping-service providers in the Piraeus Port’s Independent
Ship Repair Zone note that the PPA has been invoking rights that were not included in the terms of the
concessional contract signed in 2008. These leaders accuse the PPA of pushing for approval to build a
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Commission, Feb. 2020, uscc.gov/sites/default/files/Kardon_Revised%20Written%20Testimony_Feb2020.pdf.
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Photo taken on March 16, 2020 shows boxes of masks to be donated to the Greek government at the Greek
Overseas Chinese General Chamber of Commerce in Athens.

COSCO-owned shipyard that would supplant local businesses, and claim that COSCO has intentionally
neglected to maintain the Independent Ship Repair Zone’s infrastructure.272 The evidence suggests that
COSCO is not interested in developing areas beyond the container terminals, skewing the terms of the
COSCO-PPA arrangement in favor of Chinese interests. (For example, the Ship Repair Zone’s employment
potential is constrained by the fact that it does not service COSCO container ships.)273 If COSCO is able to
successfully supplant the Independent Ship Repair Zone, it will improve its ability to service its own ships
and potentially enhance the port’s dual-use capabilities.
The actions of the PPA and COSCO have exposed the strained relations between Greece’s ship owners
— who had encouraged Athens’ overtures to China, as well as COSCO’s investments in the Piraeus Port
— and ship-maintenance/service providers such as dockworkers.274 China appears to be exploiting this
divide by working within the Greek policymaking system to take advantage of loopholes in the existing
agreement. For example, COSCO has neglected maintenance of the Ship Repair Zone and announced plans
to invest $1 billion in the port, which may strengthen leverage to create a COSCO-controlled maintenance

Based on interviews conducted by Angelos Bentis, research fellow at the Institute of International Economic Relations, 22 Feb. 2020. Interviews were conducted with: Dr. Rousetos
Leivadaros, mining engineer and technical consultant of the Independent Ship Repair Zone of Piraeus and Perama; Vasilis Kanafvkakis, president of the Association of Shipbuilding
Enterprises; Theologos Katsoulakis, president of the Perama Shipyard Owners Association; and Fotis Prasinos, president of the Piraeus Employers-Craftsmen Union of Machinists. While
Athens’ Council of State recently supported COSCO’s case by issuing a non-binding ruling in favor COSCO’s shipyard permit, the Shipbuilding Enterprises Association has promised to
push for the ruling’s retraction. See: “PPA: ‘Green Light’ for the Conversion of Perama’s SRZ into a Shipyard.” (transl.) Naftemporiki, 5 May 2020, naftemporiki.gr/finance/story/1595812/
olp-prasino-fos-gia-ti-metatropi-se-naupigeio-tis-nez-peramatos.
273
Source only notes that the zone does not service COSCO container ships. Employment potential is a logical deduction. See: “The Strategic Implications of the Chinese Investments in
Piraeus.”
274
Piraeus Port’s dockworkers have consistently opposed the port’s privatization efforts. Presumably, privatization would benefit Greek ship owners, who would benefit from lower costs
and faster service, while punishing unionized dockworkers and other maritime-vessel service providers. For an example of protests, see: Koutantou. “Workers Protest as Greece Sells
Piraeus Port to China COSCO.”
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facility, supplant Greek local business, and give the SOE greater control over the shipyard and maintenance
facilities.275

China State Grid and ADMIE
China’s second-largest investment in Greece was the 24-percent stake that the SOE China State Grid
International Development (State Grid) took in Greece’s independent electricity-transmission system
operator — ADMIE.276 State Grid’s 2016 investment, which was finalized in the form of a shareholder agreement
between the Greek government and State Grid in 2017, includes a provision that gives the Chinese SOE a
right of first offer should additional shares of ADMIE become available.277 The Greek government is willing to
allow further privatization of ADMIE but appears skeptical of State Grid’s desire to increase its stake because
of the strategic significance of selling the remaining 25 percent of the shares, which would increase State
Grid’s stake to 49 percent and grant it significant control over Greece’s core infrastructure.278

Huawei, ZTE and the Telecommunications Sector
Chinese firms Huawei and ZTE, already key players in Greece’s telecommunications infrastructure, are
actively seeking to invest in the future of Greece’s telecommunications sector. As Greece considers
constructing its 5G network, Huawei looms large as the most competitive contractor, offering high datatransfer speeds at a low price.279 Whether Huawei succeeds remains to be seen; the European Commission
has indicated that its members should exclude “high-risk” suppliers, while the United States has noted that
its ally Greece should not use Chinese equipment in its 5G infrastructure.280 Nevertheless, the Chinese
firms’ established relationships and role in Greece’s non-5G infrastructure give them an advantage. Greek
telecommunications company Wind uses Huawei’s network equipment, while Vodafone Hellas cooperates
with ZTE. The city of Kalamata established a pilot 5G network with Wind before Huawei’s links to the CCP
became a critical issue in transatlantic relations.281

Other Forms of Chinese Influence
To enhance the impact of its economic investment in Greece, the CCP has sought to cultivate a positive
narrative about China, using the Xinhua News Agency, Confucius Institutes and other vehicles to influence
public opinion in Greece. While Chinese media groups have not invested in Greek media, Xinhua and its
subsidiaries have signed cooperation agreements, such as with the Greek state news agency, Greek AthensMacedonian News Agency (ANA-MPA) in 2016, that established direct links and content exchanges between
the two news agencies.282 Xinhua places articles and inserts in various Greek media outlets, including both

Bentis. Unpublished paper; Paris, Costas. “China’s Cosco Pours More Money into Greek Port.” The Wall Street Journal, 12 Nov. 2019, wsj.com/articles/chinas-cosco-pours-more-moneyinto-greek-port-11573581625.
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Intelligence Law of 2017, and heavy subsidies granted to it by the state. See: “The Security of 5G.” House of Commons Defense Committee, Oct. 2020, committees.parliament.uk/
publications/2877/documents/27899/default/. The European Commission has stated that some suppliers should be subject to “strict rules.” Risk assessments were based on possible
connections to state-backed actors and risks of compromised confidentiality, availability and integrity. See: “EU-Wide Coordinated Risk Assessment of 5G Networks Security.” European
Commission, Jan. 2020, hec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/eu-wide-coordinated-risk-assessment-5g-networks-security. See: Bentis. Unpublished paper. U.S. Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo has pressured Greece to exclude Huawei. See: “5G Global ‘War’ Arrives in Greece: Mitsotakis’ Statement and the Unbearable Pressure from the US.” (transl.) Fortune Greece,
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Bentis. Unpublished paper; “5G Industry Summit.” ZTE, 28 June 2017, zte.com.cn/china/topics/zte-5g-en/hot.html; Mallas, Dimitris. “Wind and Huawei Try the 5G Network in
Kalamata.” (transl.) CNN Greece, 15 July 2019, cnn.gr/tech/story/184494/stin-kalamata-wind-kai-huawei-dokimazoyn-5g.
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Communication, 19 May 2016, media.gov.gr/symfonia-synergasias-metaksy-ton-ethnikon-praktoreion-elladas-kai-kinas-ape-mpe-kai-xinhua-ypegrafi-simera-sti-ngee/. ANA-MPA, along
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Greek- and Chinese-language platforms targeted at the
Chinese diaspora community like China Greece Times,
which also cooperates with the Chinese embassy in
Athens and CRI, the Chinese government‘s international
broadcaster.283 Independent media and online platforms
like ChinaandGreece.com have also established
institutional partnerships with CRI. ChinaandGreece.
com hosts news and information that portray Greek
cooperation with China in an exclusively positive light.284

There is mounting awareness
that China may not be the
panacea to its economic
challenges that Athens
imagined, especially as the
downsides of engagement
become more apparent.

At the center of China’s charm offensive to Greece is
an appeal to their mutual identity as ancient civilizations
that are distinct from and transcend geopolitical
tension.285 This approach to Greece was particularly
effective in the aftermath of the financial crisis and
collapse in national confidence by pushing a narrative of
natural kinship and cultural parity, while also projecting
a façade of a benevolent economic power to protect its lucrative investments in the country. This narrative
strengthened a sense of standing beside an economically powerful China as cultural equals, thereby
somewhat weakening its sense of solidarity with the West. The effectiveness of this narrative is diminishing,
however, as more grow skeptical of China.286
The CCP also engages with academic and cultural institutions to promote positive perceptions and cultivate
friendly relationships. China’s state-run Office of Chinese Language Council International (Hanban) has
established three Confucius Institutes in Greece: at the Athens University of Economics and Business,
Aristotle University and University of Thessaly.287 These institutes promote Chinese-language instruction
and enhance Greece-China relations through scholarships that build person-to-person relationships, while
painting China and its policies in a positive light.288
Other Chinese government-linked organizations have partnered with Greek educational institutions to
promote study of Chinese culture and history, opening the door to potential influence over research and
instruction on China’s government, politics and policies. For example, the Alkaterni Laskaridis Foundation
(ALF) partnered with the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) to establish the CASS-ALF Centre for
China Studies, housed at the ALF’s headquarters in Piraeus.289 In light of the fact that the Laskaridis family
is one of the most prominent shipowners in Greece, there are concerns about potential vested interests in

For example, the Greek newspaper Kathimerini hosts a number of Xinhua articles on its English-language platform, ekathimerini.com. See Bentis. Unpublished paper. For more
regarding Kathimerini’s cooperation with Xinhua, see Pournara, Margarita. “Greece-China Journalistic Cooperation.” (transl.) Kathimerini, 22 Apr. 2017, kathimerini.gr/906384/article/
epikairothta/ellada/dhmosiografikh-synergasia-elladas---kinas; “China’s Xinhua News Service Eyes Ties with Greece’s Kathimerini.” The National Herald, 24 Apr. 2017, thenationalherald.
com/159302/chinas-xinhua-news-service-eyes-ties-greeces-kathimerini. The Chinese-language newspaper China Greece Times is primarily targeted toward ethnic Chinese living in Greece.
See: Kakaounaki, Marianna. “The Vigorous Community of the Greek Chinatown.” (transl.) Kathimerini, 2014, kathimerini.gr/773828/gallery/epikairothta/ereynes/h-dynamikh-koinothtaths-ellhnikhs-chinatown. China Greece Times cooperates with Chinese government entities, such as the Chinese embassy in Athens, and China Radio International. Bentis. Unpublished
paper. See also: “China Greece Times.” Facebook, Apr. 2020, m.facebook.com/China-Greece-Times-1480319618714126/posts/?ref=page_internal&mt_nav=0.
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using the CASS-ALF Centre as a vehicle to highlight only the positive aspects of Greece’s engagement with
China.290

Greece’s Response
The Greek government has allowed Beijing’s economic influence to translate into political influence,
particularly in the realm of foreign policy. As Greece sank deeper into its sovereign debt crisis, it was shunned
by its northern EU member peers, particularly Germany. China took advantage of growing divisions within
the EU and Greece’s desperate need for capital, viewing Greece as an entry point into the rest of Europe for
the BRI.291 As Chinese economic engagement with Greece increased, Athens’ foreign policy toward China
began to diverge from those of its EU peers.
Several examples illustrate Beijing’s sway over Athens’ approach to China-related policies. In 2016, as
previously noted, Greece backed China by blocking an EU statement affirming an International Arbitration
Court ruling against China’s excessive claims to features and territorial waters in the South China Sea.292
In 2017, Athens blocked an EU statement criticizing China’s human-rights record at the United Nations.293
Additionally, Greece signaled support for the BRI through signing a memorandum of understanding in 2018,
at a time when the EU was becoming more critical of China.294
Successive Greek governments have welcomed greater Chinese economic investment with little or no
acknowledgment of the risks of China’s mounting leverage in Greece. Former Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras’
support for Chinese investment to deal with Greece’s debt crisis, somewhat surprising given his SYRIZA
party’s vehement opposition to privatization of state-owned assets, resulted in COSCO making the sole
bid for the Port of Piraeus.295 Greece’s commercial alignment with China continued under Prime Minister
Kyriakos Mitsotakis, who assumed office in 2019, despite the fact that Mitsotakis once called the Port of
Piraeus “the head of the dragon” for Chinese investment in Greece.296 During Xi Jinping’s 2019 visit, Athens
also signed 16 agreements with Beijing to attract additional Chinese investments.297
Greece currently does not have a coherent strategy to manage Chinese investments. Adopting the EU
framework for investment screening might help curb downside risks stemming from Chinese investments
and ownership of critical infrastructure.298 The EU framework is voluntary, however, and does little to prevent
potential political influence, indicating Greece’s future resilience to Chinese influence is more likely to be
determined by political will than adherence to EU regulations. This also makes greater fragmentation in
Europe’s response to China’s growing assertiveness and influence more likely.

Bentis. Unpublished paper. The Laskaridis family owns the Laskaridis Shipping Company, a prominent ship owner in Greece. See: Floudopoulos, Harris. “15 Greeks that Determine the
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Amidst mounting CCP engagement with Greek academic and cultural institutions, there is a greater need
for China expertise that is independent of the CCP, in order to support a robust national debate on the
risks that accompany China’s investment and the challenge it poses to a common European approach to
democratic values. While China’s appeals to Athens as a fellow ancient civilization have weakened, vestiges
of this sentiment remain.
There are, nevertheless, small pockets of resilience in the country. Small businesses and the Piraeus City
Council have been among the first to recognize the acute downsides of deep economic engagement with
Chinese SOEs. There is increasing dissatisfaction toward COSCO’s methods and strategies that led the
Piraeus City Council to petition Greece’s state-asset privatization agency to overturn a decision that permits
COSCO to expand its ownership in the Port of Piraeus to 67 percent.299 Local authorities claim that Piraeus
and adjacent municipalities have drawn no benefit from COSCO’s investments so far, as the throughput in
the port is mostly transshipment that is also conducted and controlled by COSCO.

Conclusion
China’s influence in Greece is facing mounting headwinds. Investment in the Port of Piraeus allowed China
to establish a beachhead for greater economic influence in Europe and factored significantly in Greece’s
foreign policy decision-making, to the detriment of EU solidarity. The current Greek government is more
critical of the risks of engagement but undeterred from courting more investment from China. However,
pushback by small business and local governments threatens to derail China’s ambitious plans for the Port
of Piraeus and Europe more broadly as opposition grows against COSCO’s methods and strategy. Beyond
the government, China’s influence over perceptions in Greece has not taken a strong hold. Despite an
aggressive charm offensive and comprehensive engagement across education, culture and media, the
positive image of China in Greece does not extend beyond its perceived importance as an economic partner.
So long as the Brussels does not offer Beijing more opportunities by antagonizing Athens, intentionally or
otherwise, the relative weight of China over decision-making in Greece is waning. Greater attention to
the risks of economic engagement with China on the part of Greek CSOs and media will bolster Greece’s
resilience to ongoing CCP efforts to cultivate elites and shape narratives about China and its policies toward
Greece.

“COSCO Faces Backlash as it Moves to Tighten Grip on Greek Port.” Nikkei Asian Review, 29 Dec. 2020, asia.nikkei.com/Business/Transportation/COSCO-faces-backlash-as-it-moves-totighten-grip-on-Greek-port.
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CONCLUSION
China’s influence efforts across the developing world pose a direct challenge to the future of democracy.
Chinese government-linked entities are exploiting and exacerbating governance gaps in vulnerable countries
to further Beijing’s interests, weakening democratic institutions in the process. At the same time, the CCP
is promoting its authoritarian governance and development model as superior to democracy by expanding
trainings and information-influence operations. Lastly, the CCP is bolstering the fortunes of illiberal actors
through the provision of technology and guidance on the surveillance and monitoring of their own citizens,
as well as increased direct political and financial support to China-friendly autocrats.
Beyond simply expanding strategic interests in developing countries, Chinese leaders recognize the
Global South as the central arena for competition with the United States and its democratic allies, which
will revolve more around politics, economics, technology and information than the quest for military
advantage. The CCP, while not pursuing an ideological crusade to destroy democracy, nevertheless believes
it must undermine norms around universal values and democratic processes in order to legitimize China’s
authoritarian system, thereby smoothing the path for a CCP-led China to take its place as a great power at
the center of global governance.
Chinese leaders understand those gains can only be made in the developing world, where most of humanity
lives and where China is amassing economic and political leverage, increasing control over information and
discourse, and cementing its role as the provider of the technologies that will undergird economic and
societal development for decades. Using these advantages, China can establish itself as the central player
in global connectivity, set the technological standards that cement that role and eviscerate the norms that
have underpinned the liberal order.
The cases in this report catalogue an evolving toolkit with deep impact on open societies and democratic
discourse. Economic power remains the cornerstone of China’s influence and is set to grow even more
potent as Chinese demand drives global economic recovery from the pandemic despite China’s pullback
from foreign lending. Meanwhile, Beijing is stepping up its global propaganda and disinformation campaign
to advocate for its governance model and its supposed success in battling COVID-19. Less well understood
is the party’s use of strategic corruption, united front work, party diplomacy and digital operations to
influence countries from the inside out, starting at the subnational level. In such an environment, vulnerable
democracies will become more dependent on China, more reticent to cross China’s redlines on an expanding
list of political topics, and more likely to demonstrate receptivity to China’s authoritarian methods.
There is, unfortunately, every indication that Xi Jinping’s rule of China will become even more repressive.
As China opens more, leaders will stress the need for control over ideology and a narrative conducive to
maintaining the CCP’s grip on power. As this happens, the party is likely to grow even more aggressive in
defense of its interests and messaging abroad. China will look to capitalize on its leverage with developing
countries to help fend off any united pushback from developed democracies against its interests and
narrative-shaping efforts in global institutions. Beijing will likely step up financial support and advocacy
throughout the Global South for its vision of governance and development, where central government
control is prioritized over accountability to citizens and independent civil society voices are absent.
China’s aggressive actions over the last year have awakened democratic actors around the world to the
threats posed by unchecked CCP influence in open societies. New optimism for cooperation among
developed democracies, whether through a global summit or interparliamentary alliance, underscores the
commitment to democracy remains strong and the potential for a more unified response to China’s efforts
to supplant democratic norms, interfere in political processes and shape global governance to suit CCP
aims.
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Conclusion

The United States and its allies should center their efforts to bolster democracy’s prospects on the
developing world. Beijing seeks to prevent and slow collective pushback against China’s rise from developed
democracies — hoping to create a wedge especially between Washington and European capitals — but it is
China’s success in undermining democracy’s appeal across the Global South that has the potential to erase
the liberal underpinnings of the current global order. Even a moderate increase in U.S. and allied support
for good governance, rule of law and the growing number of committed activists working to protect their
democracies in the face of CCP influence would significantly bolster resilience against authoritarian trends.
Recognition of the centrality of the developing world to the strategic — and fundamentally systemic —
competition in which the U.S. and its democratic allies are engaged with China is critical to setting priorities
and resource commitments that will preserve U.S. interests and values over the coming decades.

Recommendations
•

Develop China literacy. Governments need to develop the analytical capacity for understanding CCP
influence and how it is wielded in their countries. More resources are needed for advanced China
studies that are independent of the Chinese government’s funding and for initiatives to expose and
counter malign influence.

•

Raise awareness and improve public discourse to avoid hyperbolic and uninformed discussions that
ultimately undermine efforts to shine a light on China’s malign behavior. Parliaments and legislatures
can play a central role by holding more public hearings on China’s influence in order to engage untapped
resources to develop policy responses.

•

Public organizations should develop basic guidelines for conducting due diligence and adopt a code of
conduct with strong transparency standards for engagement with entities with close ties to the CCP,
such as People’s Liberation Army-associated universities, think tanks, SOEs and private enterprises with
a strong party presence.

•

Democracies need to reduce their exposure to politically motivated economic coercion by adjusting
supply lines for strategic goods and diversifying export markets to reduce the political importance of
Chinese demand. Governments must also adjust their perceptions of China as an important export
market and apply only proportionate weight to it in their foreign policy calculus.

•

Counter efforts to instrumentalize the diaspora community by creating space and support for
pluralism. First, by increasing government funding to Chinese language news sources in countries with
large diaspora communities, and second, by drawing attention to united front work and raising the
political costs for close association with the CCP.

•

Strengthen the network of organizations with a mission to roll back or build resilience against China’s
malign influence in order to reduce redundancy and pool resources.

•

Improve solidarity among democracies in response to China’s coercive tactics by developing
mechanisms to shift the brunt of the economic and political impact in order to weaken the CCP’s ability
to bilaterally intimidate and deter criticism.
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About the BRIDGE Initiative
Over the past three years, IRI has developed and implemented a framework to build resiliency against
growing foreign authoritarian influence and interference through its Building Resiliency for Interconnected
Democracies in Global Environments (BRIDGE) initiative, funded by the National Endowment for Democracy
(NED). The BRIDGE framework takes a three-pronged approach to mitigating the impact of authoritarian
influence on developing democracies: 1) Researching malign Chinese Communist Party (CCP) influence
and its impact on vulnerable democracies; 2) Sharing that research through tailored engagements with IRI’s
global network of partners on the ground; and 3) Equipping these stakeholders with tools and resources
to bolster democratic resilience and counter foreign authoritarian influence. By engaging stakeholders
across sectors — including government officials, political parties, media, private enterprise, and civil
society activists — IRI’s work promotes broad awareness of authoritarian tactics and the keys to shoring up
vulnerable democratic institutions. The research presented in this report is part of a growing compendium
of case studies documenting the CCP’s varied authoritarian influence tactics across countries and the
elements of effective democratic resilience, which directly informs BRIDGE programming.
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